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arrived too ate for publication last week

Mr. Webb stepped on a large
nail
and the wound is proving
Only Pictures of Quality at The
most
painful.
Majestic Theatre at Fort Sumner.
Mr.
Robberson is getting all
Get our priors on storage tanks
car
repair work he is able to
the
,1. 8. Philips, Gafags.
attend to latefy.
For irade Une tore car
Wheat hauling has
ceas
Pair four year old mules, wel ed at present. Most ofabout
toe
wheat
broke, will trade, for cattle.
growers are holding their grain,
George Holder Taiban, N.M.
hoping for higher prioes.
For Bale
A three burner,
Schooll is being deayed onl ao
New Perfection, oil etove. See
count of the new, $17,000, school
W. M. ( Milford) Holder.
building not yet being completed
The Benefit Sooiety will meet The McAlister oommunity is very
Mondey evening Oct , 17th at the proud of this fine new building
Church. There will be an inter and it is hoped that it will beoouoe
estingprrgram. Everybody come a social center for thejgrown-up- s
Mies' Maijorie Edward's and of the district as well as a seat
her mother, of Ft. Sumner, was of learning for the youngsters
And, as the people of this distriot
in Taiban Thursday.
Willie Nichols of "Jop and Nick are progressive and publio spirit
Taylor Shop" at Ft. Sumner, and ed, we are sure that this hope
Euel Servís were visitors in Tai will be realized.
Wednesday afternoon, John
ban Wednepdy afternoon.
Robberson,
Jr. entertained his
Mrs. Longbothams father, O.L.
boy
girl
and
friends witn a party
Haas, of Fort Sumner, was din
his
celebrating
eleventh birthday
ner guest in the Lcngbotham
twenty
were
There
boys and girls
home Wednesday.
present inoludi g Junior and his
Two new pupils entered' the
brother, Tommy. After playing
eleventh grade this week. Miss Home lively
tames and "ducking"
Midelyn Daniels and 'Miss Zelda
for apples, the guests were asked
Hurley.
to pass into the dining room
Mrs. Moorie and daughters of The table was decorated with
House, were in town Thursday centerpiece of late fall flowers
evening.
and a huge birthday cake, which
Mrs. Eakes, of House, was proved to be the most interesting
daughter, Miss part of the refreshments. 1 here
visitine bar
was plenty of iced tea and lemon.
Libby, here Thursday evening
Mrs. L, Bonne of Taft was in ade. Upon leaving the guest
assured Junior and his mother
town shopping this week.
Mr. Walker is here visiting his that they had enjoyed a delight
sister Mrs. Nannie White, and ful afternoon.'
Thursday mbrnfnar proclaimed
his nleoe MrsvBen Rabüuon.v
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groceries anb are prepared to serve our coua tornera with

Scientifically and Accurate
ly by a Kegi stered Oopto- metrist.
O'.

B.

CLOVIS,

Quality "Eats."
We're gcing to make it worth your while to give us your
patronage.
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WELLSWORTH WINDSOR
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Will beat the Midwest Supply Co., at Taiban, Oct 20th
for one day only, on account of the big Jewelry Sale by
E. T. Jer nigan & Co. at Clovis, whioh begins October 6
ending Ooloher 15th. The visit on Ootober 6tb, as ptr
schedule, will not b? mads.
When ia Clovis vinit us.
E.

f . JERNIGAN

Jewelers

and

.

a.

t

.

want to sell what you wish to buy.
trade-ho- me

and come in often.

Th eMid West Supply 'Co. Inc

& CO.

Taiban, N.
TAIBAN

v
See G. H. Atkerson 4 Co 'next week for:
Flour, dried apples, sajar, baking powder,
candies, dried peaoh.es, coffee , honey,
meat, dry salt bacon, syrup, broom?, can
ned fruits, dry boanj, post
puffed
wheat, dry batteries, and heaps of other

f

l&dd

want to buy what you have to sell.

Optometrist

tai ngs.

22

M.
McAllister

MELROSE

y.
Plan Your Home
There are cercain'perioda in one's life when one
y
can do the right thing at the right time.
is the day to plan your home. Costs of materials
days, .
and labor haven't been so loweinc6 pre-wtoa-aa-.Honey.ia a bit freer, but living continue
v
' '""
severe.
Individualize Your Home
C areful planning is necessary in order to produce
the kind of building which you will be proud to
call "my home." There are many features which
can be incorporated to make the arrangement
,
complete.
Build Right Now
It is a fact that some time go, lumber was hiph,
but at no time was it as high nor highei than many
othrr things. It is also a fact that lumber"and
building material is muoh cheaper at this time
than for yef. r and the demand for homes is grow-indaily whiln the consumption of building material is ra uch greater than the growth of the forest
To-da-

To-da-

.
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G. H. Atkerson & Co. ,

and

$1.65

-

una run.

a.btiiui

Make our store your

.
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BIG SUBSCRIPTION OFFER
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Bring in your producejand cream

Joe Stone and family and J. 8. the approach of King Winter
Taiban,
New Mexico
norther of the
MoCulIough and family are leav- with, the first
ing Monday for Graham, Texas, season. It is a timely warning
where they will nave a family re for all to see after our coal sup
ply and finish harvesting before
union.
Jaok
Frost catohes us napping
W O. Dunlap of the Dunlap
J. A. R.
community, was in Taiban Thurs
day afternoon.
IngleYille" HappeninGs
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Every body busy putting up
Phillips, Friday Oct.,7th a son, feed around lngleville- farm loun
Joel Thomas, mother and babe
on the
frost
Wn
lieht
had
a
are doing nioely, and we beli6ve
night tf October the 7h.
there is a slight ohance for Joe to
The Community Club is prog'
recover.
nicely, hada lively de
reesing
We hear that after Mr. Will At
night at Dunlap, Sub
Friday
bate
kerson and Muck Wilson arrived
onen door to China
ecf'With
at the springs, it was found that
U.S. should disarm". Speakers
it required more boiling for Mr,
for affirmative, Míbb Nora New
You Get ALL FOUR of The
Will than fer Mr Mok.
vat uarnes, meg
roan and Mrs. J.H.
OUR
Mrs.Callie Wall of Warren Ark. ative R.E. Dunlap and Stinson MAGAZINES
Lyon
is visiting her brother,
Martin. The Judges rendered the
YearEach FQR
Now
of the valley. She intends to
decision in favor of the negative
THie
EXCEPTIONAL OPFEU I OOOD FOR A
make her home here, and has
TIIMK OHLV
With high winds of late, gaso 6uU;riptiun "T bm mw or renewal. AU nmewil .ub.criprioti. SHOUT
.
will b tiamll fr
placed her eon in high soeool.
Tew from prment daca of expiration
line engines have been put out of
Try a saok of Great West flour commission.
atC. A. Jolly's.
John Waddell is heading- maize
If you have beans to sell, get for Jim Patterson.
prioes from W. T. Wade
R.E. Dunlap and wife made a
W. L. Piokle passed through trip to their eheep camp this week
town Fridaj with a load of sweet
lngleville has been improving
potatoes, en route to Clovis.
their school house and grounds.
PRICES
Frank Woods and J. E. Pardue
Henry Long of Evan ola, and
of Fort Sumner, passed through Lesley Marz are lngleville visitors
ARE,NOW RIUHT
here on their way to Clovis, Fri- this week.
Call in and pick that new
day.
J.W. Cuthbirt returned from
fall suit.
N. H. Prinoe painted his house
DeGraftenreid works with one
W, H. Vauohter
this week. May the good work black Bteer.
continue until all the. houses are
The Farm Loan Association of
painted.
lngleville reports some new loans
Don't fall to read the story approved by the Federal Band
that starts in this isue.
Bauk the past week.
Justlookl The Taiban Valley
Jim,
News and four monthly magazines
MoALISTER ITEMS.
for only $1.65. Send us your
Sunday Rev. Barb filled his
Ed Hayden has purchaeed a regular
Mrs. Rebeooa Burns of Palo
subscription now.
appointment with an in
We find that it is muoh easier Alto, Calif., who has been visiting new Ford truok.
spiring sermon "A prescription
The bumper wheat crops raised For a Happy Life". 8unday even
to get correspondents away from her brother, Joseph Payne, and
Mrs.
M.P.
left
this seoiion, and the great dis ing Rev. Maddox of Tucumoari,
Robberson,
in
niece.
home than at home.
for
Missouri
Wednesday
in
points
tance to market, is causing the made a rousing appeal in, behalf
The article, "Swat the rooster,"
will
winter
she
rpend
toJrapidJv supplant the of the $75,000,000 campaign that
where
the
truok
has not arrived. The owner must
team
relatives
The
visiting
friends.
wsgon of a few years is being carried on by Southern
and
and
have eaten his rooster.
people of MoAlister will look for- ago, may the same large crops Baptist. Mr. Maddox is always
G. w. Jolly is ezpeotinga oar
ward with pleasure to her next cause a railroad to be built thro' welcome at MoAlister.
.
load of flour any day,
viBit in this community,
this part of )he plains oountry.
Miss Johnnie Lee entertained
List your land with me if you
Mr. ond Mrs. Jaok Robberson
L.
Talley
with
has
Rum
a
a birthday party Saturday
purchased
want to sell or trade. I get the
ley
to'use
to
ess
a
his
busin
trip
in
Tractor
made
Tucumoarl
evening.
Her 18th birthday.
preparing
buyer.
J.A.R.
wheat land for another year.
J. N. Crenshaw. Tuesday..
a

have just stocked a complete line of staple aud farcy

g

LONE STAR LUMBER COMPANY.
TAIBAN, N . MEX.

NEWSPAPER

The

Order

TAIBAN DRUG STORE,
JUST THE PLACE FOR
REFRESHMENTS
Also Drugs and Propriatory
Medicines and Toilet Goods.
Give us a call. We want to meet you
W. D.

KENNEDY, Propriatcr.

m

Stone Drug Company
Soft Drinks, School Books, Drugs,
Patent Medicines, Toilet Articles,
kodak films.
Prescriptions carefully compounded day or night.
Call and see us when in Fort
Sumner.
Proprietors

C. P.

N. A. Vaughter.

Stone,
Fort Sumner, New Mexico.

TAIBAN VALLEY NEWS.

COOK FINED FOR

STEALING A CAT
Took Yellow and White Kitten
From Neighboring Restaurant, Says Owner.

SAYS

D1DNT

KEEP IT

But New York Magistrate Finds Him
Guilty and Places Value of Animal at $10 Says Chef Threat-ene- d
Him.

JAIL OR ROLL 'EIUI
UP, GIRL IS TOLD
She Chose Jail and Says, "It's
None of City's Business How
I

Wear

My

"How Difficult It Is to Keep Vanity
Under Harness of the Intellect"
By BRIG. GEN. C. G. DAWES, in

"Journal of the Great War."

Stockings."

Miss Louise Rosine, who admitted
she is a novelist of Los Angeles and
tliirty-nln- e
years old, most emphatically declared it was "none of the city's

business whether she 'rolled her
stockings up or down, " and Is now in
the city jail In a state of mutiny and
uncovered knees at Atlantic city, N. J.
She has avowed she will fight her
arrest In the courts, even if it must
go to the United States Supreme

court

Miss Rosine appeared on the VirPort Chester, N. Y. Convicted of ginia avenue beach with her stockkitten ings rolled below her knees. Beach
the theft of a
from the doorstep of Charles A.
Policeman Edward Shaw approached
Thompson's cafe at King and Adee
x
years
streets, Joseph Figan, twenty-siof age, assistant chef at the Palace
restaurant, was fined $10 in the police
court by Magistrate John L. Coward.
Although Mr. Thompson said it was
the principle of the thing and not the
value of the cat that counted, the cat's
valuation was fixed at $10 for the purpose of prosecuting the case against
the cook.
Mr. Thompson testified that about
B:30 o'clock- Sunday morning he saw
Figan walking toward the Palace restaurant with the kitten in his band.
When he demanded that he return It,
Figan said that he had dropped It "in
the alley" and did not know what had
become of It When he made a subsequent visit to the kitchen of the restaurant he found Figan turning a turkey and a rib roast over in a big
pan with the aid of a long-tinefork.
Mr. Thompson
said that the chef
threatened to jab the utensil into him
If he did not go away and stop bothering him about the kitten.
Chef Grabbed It.
William Frost of Fox Island road,
who works for Mr. Thompson, testified he was sweeping oft the sidewalk
In front of Mr. Thompson's place when
he saw Figan come along and try to
catch the kitten, which had run a litTo Occupying a Cell in the Glory of Untle way up a telegraph pole.
scare the kitten away so that Figan
covered Knees.
could not get It. Frost testified, he beat
on the sidewalk with his broom. The her and Informed her courteously it
kitten ran in through the front of was against the regulations there.
"I most certainly will not roll 'em
up," she told the bluecoat "The city
has no right to tell me how I will
wear my stockings. It Is none of its
business. I will go to Jail first."
The policeman then said he would
have to take her there. As he took
her by the arm, she is alleged to have
swung a wicked right to the official's
eye, nearly flooring him. He recovered and blew his whistle. Lifeguards
responded and Miss Rosine was taken
to Jail in the wagon.
The officer, his glasses broken and
his dignity ruffled, has preferred a
charge of assault and bnttery In addition to disorderly conduct against
yellow-and-whl-

d

Miss Rosine.
Advised by the police mntron to roll
up her stockings, the novelist still refused, and, according to the latest reports, Is occupying a cell In the glory
of uncovered knees. She nas, further,
refused to try to get ball.

jKr

One changes his mind as information changes,
provided that information alters the foundation of
correlated facts upon which opinion must always lie
builded. But we must be guided by facts.
It takes more than reason to bend national pride.
Xecessity must also exist.
Now that the pressure of emergency is over T
have to spur myself to work. I believe I am naturally
The
,l,..n nff a roA lint crnvp
i
I merely specatcular in life will never lack description.
The history of this war will be written around

ri:.i

'

il.,

not shoulder straps.
achievement
Emergency is after all the greatest
teaches me that the coMy experience in working for
his mental activities with others.
ordinator must himself
Distrust of each others' intentions is fatal to quick action in time of
emergency.
How majestic is naturalness. I have never met a man whom I really
considered a great man who was not always natural and simple. Affectation is inevitably the mark of one not sure of himürff.
It never occurs to me now to look for dirt. I am so anxious to get
middle-age- d
something to eat. I am writing this right here for the benefit of
reach
if we
business men. The joys of youth are still within our
only give over physical and mental indolence.
Humbleness and naturalness are the great protection against
ignorance.
bring upon
x
which the inexperienced and over-vai- n
The
assuming
upon
themselves by encouraging newspaper
The
failure.
subsequent
of
a
important duties is one of the chief causes
of
thing,
sort
of
this
much
from
censor happily protected the A. E. F.
but many in the United States were destroyed, or destroyed their own
usefulness themselves, by it.
and intelligent, ceremony is
d
In 'proportion as men are
relations.
unessential in their
Inexperience and ignorance in its association with experience and
knowledge will always profit by humbleness of opinion.
How difficult it is to keep vanity under the harness of the intellect.
Somehow it is not so inspiring to work at saving money for one's
government as to work at helping to save its life.
Clementel, French minister of commerce, inexpressibly horrified me
As we sat at the
by kissing me on both cheeks before a large audience.
table together, J told Hoover our old friends in Cedar Rapids, la., and
Marietta,' 0., who. know us better, would .never have made the mistake
either of making us so prominent or of kissing us.
We lunched in a house owned by Ogden Mills which was formerly
As I looked around me I said, "John
the palace of Marshal Lannes.
(General Pershing), when I contrast these barren surroundings with
the luxuriousness of our early life in Lincoln, Neb., it does seem that a
good man has no real chance in the world." To wWh John meditatively
replied: "Don't it beat 4!"
.

Never say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer."
WARNING! Únless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,,
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by
physicians over 2 1 years and proved safe by millions for
Colds
Toothache
Earache
Handy tin boxes

iáapMn

1

tlM

of 12
trade mark oí

Girl Loses Headgear

While

on Gay

Yachting Trip at New
York.

New York. A gay party on a rich
man's yacht resulted In a lawsuit, it
dog belonging to
Thompson's place and halted on the was learned,, when a
chewed up the
yacht
owner
the
the
of
doorstep of the side entrance, Frost
wig of one of the guests. The
said, and it was from there that the blond
yacht was George L. Trlffon's Sara-phichef purloined it.
Figan made no denial of the charge
Miss Alice Bloom is a model and forof taking the cat, but said he was
mer chorus girl. Recently she had her
moved to action by Frost's cruelty in
hitting the cat with the broom. He balr bobbed. But soon It began to fall
a beauty doctor, who
only carried It across the street and out. She went to
?ald
he
could
save
her golden locks if
there dropped it, he said, thinking it
would consent to have her head
would return home. He denied having she
shaved. Reluctantly she did this. Then
hidden the kitten In the restaurant
bought a lovely blond wig. It cost
she
kitchen and protested Ignorance of its
$125.
her
present whereabouts.
,
On the yacht, Alice began to notice
Judge
imposing
fine
Coward that the damp air was taking the curl
the
In
told the chef that It looked as though out of her wig. She weut below and
he was one of those persons who had took It off, returning without it.
to be taught to respect the property of
At what hour the dog. Gyp, observed
others.
Alice's headgear is not stated in the
complaint. But that he did take a fancy
to It is stated specifically.
When Gyp
HE'S YELLOW BLACK-HANDE- R
had finished with the wig there was
First Chinese Arrested for Extorting scarcely enough of it left for Mr. Trlf-fo- n
to heave overboard, which he did.
Money by Letter Threat In
Alice sued for the value of the wig, but
New York.
settled the case for $50.
York. The
New
first Chinese
"black-hander- "
the police have encountered here was sentenced by
Big Cod Gulps Down
Judge Mulqueen to serve two and a
a
Salmon
half of five years in Sing Sing for
assault.
Victoria, B. C Reputable
Hong Wing, twenty-one- ,
apparently
solemnly
state
bad been reading something of "black-band- "
undertakings. He wrote, in Chithat a local fisherman, while
trolling for salmon at Brentnese, to Kong Chong Wing, an Imwood, hauled In a huge cod.
porter, demanding $300. His next step
The cod, on being ripped open,
was to call in person for the $300. He
was found to contain a whole
handed the Importer a note.
salmon weighing 12 pounds, it
Kong Chong read it, and handed
is asserted. The salmon had
Hong Wing a smash to the Jaw. The
gulped down the bnlt, and in
"black-hander- "
drew a knife and beturn had been Inhaled by the
gan slashing the Importer until the
hungry cod.
police separated them and sent one
Wing to Jail and the other Wing to the
hospital.
Lost In Jail Six Months, Freed.
Saxon, Wis. Lost In Jail six months,
Lived With Hatpin In Stomach.
Chicago. Three months ago Mrs. Louis Balller of Saxon and George
Miller of Drummond were freed by
hatElla Levy swallowed a seven-Incpin and lived. Surgeons operated and Federal Judge Luse when the county
found the pin. It had penetrated the Jalier brought them into court and
wall of the stomach in three places, asked what he should do with his
rhyslciana said she would have died in overtime prisoners. They had been
arrested on liquor charges.
24 hours.
Took the Cat From

the

Doorstep.

s.

12-Pou-

.

h

Neuritis
Pain, Pain

,

tablets Bottles of
Bjer Manufacture ot

All druggists.
of Baltcrllcacld
them INFLUENZA, DI8TKMPKB
rail and winter bHnjr with
COUGHS and CO LOS. ttlve jroor fauna

24 and 100

MonoacetlcaeldMtm

Spohn's Distemper Compound

at the flrat aign of aickneas. Better still, (rive It aa a preventive
before he ahowa eigne of alckneaa. "BFOHN'H" acta equally well
ae preventive or cure. By reason of Ha germicidal qualities. It
hastens recovery by expelling the disease germa, abating fever
and restoring the appetite. 60 eente and 11.20 per bottle at
drufr atores.
GOSHEN, INDIANA
SPOHN MEDICAL COMPANY
BBS

What to Take for
CdDRISf UPATKIDRi
Take a good dose of Carter's little liver Pills
then take 2 or 3 for a few nights af ter.They
CARTERS cleanse
your system of all waste matter and
A If IVEF Regulate Your Bowels. Mild as easy to
take as SUgar. Genaíneieafínafure
A
LE

JipTlls

Small Pill.

Never Judge what a woman wants
to do by the things she does.
Cutlcura Comforts Baby's Skin
When red, rough and Itching with hot
baths of Cutlcura Soap and touches of
Cutlcura Ointment. Also make use
now and then of that exquisitely scented dusting powder, Cutlcura Talcum,
one of the indispensable Cutlcura
Toilet Trio. Advertisement.

h--

s

Wanted to Fight Wildcat.
William M. Knight addressed a
crowd of negroes on the 1 circus
grounds at Louisville.'
He described himself as an
and a "killer," and offered
to do combat with all the wildcats In
Be
the circus menagerie, predicting a
direful outcome for the wildcats.
Furthermore, he challenged anyone
By PROF. ROMAINE NEWBOLD, University of Pennsylvania
in his audience to gainsay that he
was the "gamest gamecock" on those
grounds. Copious draughts of witch
The key discovered to the cipher code used by Roger Bacon, the Thirhazel, he said, had made him what
has revealed that Bacon knew of the he was, and he was about to expound
teenth century philosopher-montelescope, microscope and scientific facts hitherto supposed to have been further on the rejuvenating effects of
that beverage when a policeman took
unknown until centuries later.
him away on charges of drunkenness
imporextent
and
At present it is only possible to conjecture at the
and disorderly conduct. Louisville
tance of the discoveries, for the art of reading the cipher is yet at its early Courier-Journa- l.
stages and it is not certain that the whole manuscript can be read.
Logical.
The manuscript falls in four divisions, dealing with plants, the
Teacher Thomas, will you tell me
drugs.
of
heavenly bodies, the generation of animal life and preparation
what a conjunction is, and compose
The common link connecting all four is probably Bacon's interest in the a sentence containing one?
Thomas (after reflection) Á conprolongation of human life. Plants are discussed because of their medijunction ' is a word connecting anyhis
cinal properties; the stars because they determine man's character at
thing, such as "The horse is hitched
birth, and influence him throughout his life; embryology because of thé to the fence by his halter." "Hulter
Is a conjunction, because It connects
bearing on later life of all factors influencing conception, and pharmathe horse and the fence." Harper's
cology because drugs ac essential to the cure of disease.
Bazaar.
Bacon sketched with amazing accuracy the fundamental principles of
mathematical physics as we conceive it today. Only less amazing' is hie
intuitive grasp of the principles of philology and of the textual criticism ;
his diagnosis of needed reforms in education, of the necessity of endowing
research work, of his forecasts of the development of medicine in the direction of hygiene and preventive medicine and the application of chemistry to physiology, agriculture and industry.
Do you regularly antici-

Roger Bacon Knew Scientific Facts Hitherto
Thought to
Modern

k,

DOG CHEWS WIG; OWNER SUED

Rheumátism

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.

anti-clima-

right-minde-

Headache
Neuralgia
Lumbago

Small Dose.

Small Price.

No two leaves, even from the

are exactly alike.

Important to Mother

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOUIA, that fnmous old remedy
for Infanta and children, and see that It

In Use for Over 80 Tears.

Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
SOFT

ANSWER

IN

"Explanation" That More Than Satisfied the Offended Representative of the Law.
A pretty young Swede and an American girl were crossing the Ellipse, regardless of a lettered warning to keep
off the grnss.
A bicycle policeman
wheeled up to ask if they couldn't see
the sign, whereupon the Americun
whispered to the other to answer him
In Swedish. The little foreigner burst
forth in excited mystifying language
and the other girl chipped In with the
few words of her own acquired stock.
Realizing the impossibility of enforcing the law on two young and attractive aliens, the oflicer not only permitted them the right vof way but
took the trouble to point out the moriu- ruent, government buildings and like
public view.
When she got the chance the Amerl.
can girl asked her friend what she had
said to Jhe policeman and that up- holder of the law muy be Interested
In the answer.
"I was si imi vnug that nil I could
think of was the Lord's Prayer. And
I gave him that from start to Qnlsh."
Washington Star.

Do You Look Forward To
Good Night's Rest?

Japan Has Everything to Lose, Nothing
to Gain by Aggressiveness
By H. C. BYWATER, in

"Sea-Pow-

er

in

the Pacific."

To foreign observers, it seems that Japan has everything to lose and
nothing to gain by a policy of aggressiveness. By sheer hard work and
indomitable courage she has triumphed over the handicap of scanty natural resources and raised herself to a commanding position in the world.
The problem of overpopulation has been solved in part by the annexation
of Korea and Formosa, and of late years a new outlet, practically limitless in its possibilities, has been found in China.
It is here, if anywhere, that Japan may realize her true destiny, and
it is here that her claims for priority are less open to challenge than in
any other quarter. There is plenty of room in China for all legitimate
interests, and if Japan could bring herself to discard the methods she has
borrowed from Prussia in favor of a policy of conciliation sand genuine
friendship with the Chinese people, she would eventually acquire in that
quarter a predominance which could never be seriously contested.
Itremains to be seen whether her rulers and statesmen have sufficient acumen to seize the unique opportunity thus presented to them in
stead of hazarding the fortunes of Dai Nippon in a militarist gamlib
more reckless even than that which caused the ruin of the Cerium
empire.

pate a refreshing sleep?
Or do you dread going to
bed, only to stare, sleepless', at the walls? The
difference between sleeping and staring is simply
a matter of nerves.

When your nervous

system is in a sound condition, you are certain to
sleep welL But when
your nerves are worn out
and beyond your control,
your rest is broken and
your awakening leaves
you languid and irritable.

Doctors know that

much of the nerve disorders result from tea
and coffee drinking.' The
drugs in these drinks
.

the serious ills which
result from disturbing the
regular bodily functions. It
is for your health's sake

that many doctors now

say you should quit tea
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and coffee. Drink Postum,
e
the delicious
beverage instead! In flavor it is much like coffee.
meal-tim-

Postum is fundamentally a nerve strengthener
because it lets you get

sound, restful sleep.

Postum sa skilfully-mad- e
cereal beverage, and the
secret of its popularity is
its protection to health
and its delicious flavor.
Ask your ' grocer for

Postum.

Drink this hot,

refreshing beverage in
place of tea or coffee for
10 days and see what a
wonderful difference it
will make in thejvay you
feel.
Postum comes in two

forms: Instant Postum (In tins)
made instantly in the cup by
the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (In packages of
larger bulk, for those who prefer to make the drink while the
meal is being prepared) made
by boiling for 20 minutes.

Postum for Health
"There's a Reason"
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disappeared among the blooming lau
rels.

A FEUD OF THE TENNESSEE MOUNTAINS
From somewhere on a nearby mountainside a rifle's keen report
split the air; a bullet whined like a mad hornet; Dale's hat jumped
,a little on his head.
The awakening was exceedingly rude. Dale wheeled, his gray
rising from the
eyes ablaze, and saw only a tiny cloud of smoke-milaurels more than fifty feet away.
"Come out, you coward!" he roared. "Come out and let me
see you," curiosity taking the place of anger in his voice. "I've
always wanted to know just what a real highwayman was like!"
The muffled sound of a twig breaking a short distance off to his
left next claimed his attention. He was being closely watched by
a pair of the finest, clearest brown eyes he had ever seen. He saw her
eyes first; he never forgot that.
She was standing on a low cliff beyond the sparkling creek that
flowed beside the railroad, and she was partially hidden by a clump
of blooming laurel. But Dale could see that she was about twenty;
that every line of her rounded, graceful figure whispered of a doelike
strength; tliat she was as straight as a young pine; that her chestnut-brow- n
hair caught the sunlight, and that her face was
and handsome rather than pretty in spite of its tan.
Dale took off his hat. There was a bullet hole in the very top
st
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its
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ed

crown.
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he frowned.
"Who's the robber
The girl blushed.
"Mebbe he ain't a robber," she said. "Hfebbe he thought you
somebody else. Anyhow, you ain't bad hurt, are yef"
Dale smiled. "Oh, not seriously!"
"You ain't likely to be, ef ye behave ycself."

rs

self-mad-

CHAPTER I.
David Moreland's Mountain.

Wllburton Dale known to
himself and a few close friends as Bill
Dnle had laid out a course of action
almost before the northbound train
had left the outskirts of the state capital behind. It Incurred facing big
odds; hut other men had faced big
odds and won out, and what others
had done he could do. Indeed, he had
already done several things which
other men might not have thought of
doing, and one of them was leaving a
bride, not figuratively but literally, at
the altar In a fashionable church ! But
he knew Patricia hadn't wanted to
marry him any more tian he bad
wanted to marry her.
It was only natural for him to think
of coal, now that he had cut loose for
11
time from the "set" In which he
had always been a colossal misfit, now
that he must pull his own oars or virtually perish. He had heard- - coal
talked since the day of his birth; to
him coal and business meant exactly
the Fame.
One of his father's associates had
often spoken of a fine" vein In the
mountains of eastern Tennessee had
often tried to persuade his father to
look Into it, to no avail, loung Dale remembered that this vein lay not far
from a long railroad siding called the
Halfway Switch, In the vicinity of Big
Pine mountain. The owners were
mountain folk of English descent, his
father's associate had said. Decidedly
strange, thought Dnle, thnt his father
had never cared to Investigate It.
The clndery little train reached the
long siding about the middle of a fine
spring morning. Dale took up his bag,
hastened out, and soon found himself
standing alone in the heart of an extremely wild section of country.
When the noises of the little trnln
and the fast mall it had Just met had
died away, there came the saucy chatand the
tering of boomer-squirresweet twittering of birds. Dale caught
the Joyous spirit. He could have
fairly shouted out of the fullness of
Ills very humnn heart. Here all was
unspoiled and unprofaned, and something whispered within him:
"They won't call you a savage
this your own country!"
From somewhere on a nearby
mountainside a rifle's keen report split
the air; a bullet whined like a mad
hornet; Dale's hat Jumped a little on
his head.
The awakening was exceedingly
rude. Dale wheeled, his gray eyes
ablaze,' and saw only a tiny cloud of
smoke-mis- t
rising from the laurels
more thanfifty feet away.
"Come out, you coward I" he roared.
"Come out and let me see you," curiosity taking the place of anger In his
voice. "Tve always wanted to know,
Just what a real highwayman was
like!"
The muffled sound of a twig breaking a short distance off to his left next
claimed his attention. He was being
closely watched by a pair of the finest, clearest brown eyes he had ever
seen. He saw her eyes first: he never
forgot that
8be waa staadlnf ea a low cliff be
GrfTlyle
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flowed
beside the railroad, and she was partially hidden by a clump of blooming
laurel. But Dale could see that she

was about twenty; that every line of
her rounded, graceful figure whispered of a doelike strength ; that she
was as straight as a young pine; that
hair caught the
her chestnut-brow- n
sunlight, and that her face was
and handsome rather than
pretty In spite of Its tan
Dale took off his hat There was a
d
bullet hole In the very top of Its
oval-shap-

high-peake-

crown.

"Who's the robber?" he frowned.
The girl blushed.
"Mebbe he ain't a robber," she said.
"Mebbe he thought you was somebody
else. Anyhow, you ain't bad hurt, are
ye?''
Dale smiled. "Oh, not seriously I"
"You ain't likely to be, ef ye behave
yeself."
"If I behave myself!"' Dale
laughed. "Why, I couldn't be naughty
If I tried ; I'm the one and only mamI wonder If I
ma's little Willie-boy- !
could put up at some house near
here; eh?"
"The' might be," she said, thoughtfully.

"Where?"
"At pap's, or grandpap's, or with
most any o my people ; or," she added
with a contemptuous twist to her Hps,
"you might stay with some o' them
Morelands."
"Where do your people live?"
"About six mile back that way."
She pointed over her shoulder with
a forefinger.
"Would you mind showing me the
way to your parental domicile?"
"What's that, fo goodness' sake?"
"Your home, you know," Dale explained with a smile.
"Oh, my home. Why didn't ye say
so, then? No, I won't," she declared.
Dale put his bag down and rested
his hands on his hips.
"Why, may I Inquire?"
"'Cause I won't I don't never
keep comp'ny with no strange
"But yander comes By, and he'll
over to
show ye the way; he's
the settlement"
Dale faced to the right and saw,
coming toward him with steps thnt
would have measured almost four
feet, the tallest and lankiest individual he had ever seen outside a circus.
The newcomer had a smoothly shaven
hair was long and
chin, his
his long mustache completely hid the
narrow silt that was his mouth. In
one hand he carried a repeating rifle.
"Who's that?" Dale half whispered.
"That's By Heck," answered the
girl. She continued in a low voice,
"His name's Sam Heck; but pap, he
called htm 'By Heck' one day, and the
nickname stuck to him like molasses.
Everybody calls him that now, even
the revenuers. By, he's the biggest
eater, and the biggest liar, In the
world I But his lyln' don't never do no
harm, and nobody keers. So ef ye
want to go to the settlement, mister,
By, hell take ye over. They mebbe
ain't got what you're used to fo'
eatin', but yell be welcome to what
,
the' la."
little, turnad, and
She lavghed
low-dow- n

men-folk-

coal-blac-

k

By

Mrs. Taylor's Sickness Ended
by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound

Hapsbur
Liebe

other, but they don't hardly ever light ;
they're all strappln' big men, and they
fights so danged 'hard It don't pay. My
gosh, Bill, every man of 'em can shoot
a gnat's eyelash off at four hundred
yards 1 wlsht I may drap dead ef
they caln't ! Do ye see that big cabin
right plumb in the middle o' the nigh
half o' the settlement, Bill? Well, the
boss o' the Morelands he lives thar
John Moreland. That's whar you want
to go, Bill, sence ye've got a oncyor-abl- e
case' o' the disease knowed as
But I can tell ye
aforeliand, you ain't got enough money
to buy that coal, don't matter how

The man By Heck wore the poor
clothing of a poor hillraan. His hat,
which had once been black, was all
brim and yet all crown; his suspenders, which had been bought with a
'coonhlde, were redder than fire; his
rundown cowhide boots seemed ridiculously short because of the great
length of his slender legs.
When he had reached a point some
three yards from Dale, he halted,
placed the butt of his rifle carefully
between his toes, and leaned on its
muzzle; then he deliberately began to
take eye measurements of the new- much money ye've got."
Dale was not looking toward John
comer.
Dale didn't like the stare to him It Moreland's home now. His gaze had
wandered to the other side of the
was impudent.
"Well, what's the verdict?" he asked river. By Heck waited a full minute
for a reply to his speech, then he
sharply.
spoke again:
By
"Spoke like a man," drawled
"The gyurl, or the coal Is that
Heck. "I reckon you must be up here
ye, Bill?"
what's
fo coal."
Dale's eyes twinkled. "Must I choose
"How did you reach such a conclubetween them?" he laughed.
sion as that?"
By Heck wasn't even smil"Jest plain hoss sense." The droop- ing."Shore !"
"Shore! The Morelands and
ing mustache muffled the words somehates each other wuss nor
what "The' ain't but three things 'at aLittlefords
d
hawk hates a crow. The
can bring a city man here, mister," he
gyurl, or the coal, Bill?"
drawled on, "and them's moonshine
"We'll go down to John Moreland's,"
stills, bad health, and coal, xou shore
Dale.
al'nt got bad health, and you ain't got announced
The mountaineer took up his rifle.
a
though
revenucr,
few
the cut of a
me gl' ye a word or two o' warn-in',- "
minutes ago I thought mebbe ye was." "Let
he continued seriously. "Don't
"And you shot at me!" said Dale.
you offer to pay John Moreland fo'
"No," objected Heck. "1 shot at yore
his grub, nor fo' sleepln' In his
hat I alius hits at what I shoots at eatin'
bed,
nor
fo' chawln his tobacker. Ef
1
wanted ye to turn yore face, ye do, yore
mister.
goose will shore be cooked
so's 1 could see It and ye did. As fo'
with John Moreland. But ef ye was
that coal
to brag on the vittles a little, John's
"The Morelands, they owns the coal wife
pow'ful handy In the
in David Moreland's mountain, and
kltclien, It "wouldn't do a danged bit
they won't sell It fo' no 'mount o' o' harm.
Do ye onderstand it all now,
money. They lives over in the settleBill?"
ment,
them and the Littlefords.
Dnle nodded, and they began the deThey're every danged one fine folks. scent.
over thar now. Want to
I'm
Jolui Moreland's house was built of
go 'long? Say dang my picture ef 1
whole oak logs, which were chinked
didn't fo'git to ax what might be yore with oak splits and dnubed in between
name, mister!"
with clay; the roof was of handmade
"Bill Dale," came quickly "BUI boards, and a chimney of stones and
Sure! Lead the clay rose at either end.
Dale. Settlement?
way, By Heck. Who's the young womJohn Moreland himself sat on the
an I was talking with when you came
front porch, and beside him lay a reup?"
peating rifle, two young squirrels that
"Who? Her? That's old Ben Little-ford'- s
through the
had been very neatly
gyurl. Her name's Babe. That's head, and a wearyshot
what they call her. She's got another hound. He was an uncommonly big
name; but It ain't been used fo' so man, and about forty-seve; his eyes
were gray and keen; his thick hair
and full beard were a rich brown, with
only a few threads of white. There
was a certain English fineness about
the man. One felt that he could trust
John Moreland.
As the moonshiner and his companion , reached the gate Moreland rose
and pushed his hat back from his fore-

Roxbury, Mass. "I suffered continually with backache and was often de- isponaent, uau uizzy
spells ana at my
monthly periods it
was nlmnRt imnos- sible to keep around
Since
an old, old sorrow, "Is knowed as Dai l at my work.
my last DaDy came
vid Moreland's mountain mostly bea
mv
co
tan Tears
cause David Moreland Is burled In the
back has been worse
very highest place on top of it, him
and no position I
and his wife. He was my brother, and
could get in would
was the best brother a man ever had.
's
relieve it ana
medicine did
It was alius the talk o' the neighbornnf hftlnmA. Afripnd
hood how much we liked each other.
Up ontel the time he was married I recommended Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and I have found great
relief since using it My back is much
better and I can sleep well. I keep
house and have the care of five children
so my work is very trying and lam very
thankful I have found the Compound
such a help. I recommend it to my
friends and if you wish to use this letter
I am very glad to help any woman suffering as I was until I used Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound."
Mrs. Maude É7 Taylor, 6 St James
Place, Roxbury, iiiass.
Backache is one of the most common
symptoms of a displacement or derangement of the female system. No woman
should make the mistake of trying to
overcome it by heroic endurance, Dut
profit byMrs.Taylor'sexperience and try
LydiaE. Pinkham'sYegetableCompound
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And that's how the hero and heroine of "The Clan Call" meet.
Out of the ordinary! Rather. But then they meet in an extraordinary
part of the United State of America where live "the purest-bloode- d
of all Americans, whom other and educated Americans left in the
darkness of ignorance in order that they might send missionaries and
educators to foreign countries the greatest mistake of church and
society since the Civil war."
But it's a fascinating country and a fascinating people. And this
U a fascinating story of it and them. Of course it's a feud story. The
mind; the heroine a girl of
hero is a city man, with an
the mountains. A feud intervenes between them, but love laughs at
feuds, as it does at locksmiths.
Hapsburg (Charles Haven) Liebe is the man of all men to tell
this story. Native of the Tennessee mountains, soldier, lumberjack,
e
literary craftsman, he knows the
patriot a'nd
land and the people. And his story is a labor of love.
eaw-fitte- r,
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"Hi, John," grinned Heck. "This
here feller wants to stay with ye a
few days, John. Seems to be all
right."
"Come right In," Invited the chief
He indicated the
of the Morelands.
home-mad- e
chair he had Just vacated.
"Set down thar and rest, stranger. I'll
be back in a minute or so."
He hastened Into the cabin, carrying
the squirrels with him.
"He's went to tell his wife to hatch
up a extry good dinner, Bill," whis"Pepper-cyore- d
pered Heck.
ham,
young chicken, hot biscuits, fresh butter, wild honey, huckleberry pie and
peach pie and strawberry presarves
BUI, 1 caln't hardly stand It Blast my
picture ef I couldn't eat two whole
'"Cause I Won't I Don't Never Keep raw dawgs right now, I'm that
Comp'ny With No Strange
hongry. Well, I got to ramble
on home. I Uve down the river half a
mile, we and my maw. Come to see
long It's been fo'got, 1 reckon. She's
me, BUI, and we'll go
So
the youngest one o' old Ben's children. long, BUI old boy I"
She hain't like none o' the rest o' the
John Moreland returned presently.
Littlefords. By gosh, she's awful
man from the city rose and profThe
good,
rend
Babe can.
She can
his hand.
fered
Old Major Bradley, from down at
"My name," he began, old habit
in the lowland, he spends his strong upon
him, "is Cariyle "
summers up here fo' his health, and he
Before he could get any farther with
felhow
to
rend.
Fine
teaohed Babe
It, John Moreland Hung the hnnd from
ler, Major Bradley. Lawyer. Babe
him as though it were a thing of unshe has done read everything In the
speakable contnmlnntlon. Ills bearded
whole danged country. The's sev'ral
deathly white with the
Bibles, and a book about a Pilgrim's fnce went
an old and bitter hatred.
of
whiteness
Prog-resa
and
Baker's Hoss and
His great fists clenched, and every
Cattle Almaneck, and a
In his giant body trembled.
"But we'd better lljght out fo' the muscle
"Whnt's the matter, man?" Dale
settlement, Mr. Bill, or we'll miss dinknow,
ner, mebbe. I'm a plumb danged fool wanted to
"Carlylel"
Moreland repeated In a
1
twenty-twbiscuits
e't
about eatin'.
o'
this mornln' fo' break-fus- ', hoarse growl. "You say yore name is
asides a whole b'lled hamshank, Carlylel"
"Yes," wonderlngly, "but that's only
and other things accordln'. It's the
a part of it My name is Cariyle Wlldyln' truth I Come on, Mr. Bill."
They went down to the creek, burton Dale Bill Dale. What's the
crossed It on stones, and begnn to matter?"
"Did you come from, West
climb the low cliff.
sharply.
After an hour's traveling Heck
Dale gave the name of his home
stopped in the trail and put the butt
town and state.
of his rifle to the ground.
"That's dlf'rent" The mountain"From right here, Bill," he said, "we
can see every house In the whole eer's countenance became lighter.
about, he
"This man I'm
danged settlement."
They were standing on the crest of was from West Vlrglnny. I hope you
Below won't hold nothln' ng'ln me fo' actln"
David Moreland's mountain.
them lay a broad valley checkered up that away. 1 couldn't he'p it, shore,
with small farms; and each farm had It seems, You'll know how I felt when
Its log cabin, its log barn and its apple I tell ye about It, Mr. Dale. I owe It
orchard. Beyond It all rose the great to ye to explain. Jest a minute "
He stepped Into the cabin and
and majestic, Big Pine, which was
higher and more rugged with cliffs brought out another cbalr, sat down
heavily and crossed his legs. l)ale,
than David Moreland's mountain.
"The Morelands lives on this side o' too, sat down.
"The mountain you had to come
the river, and the Littlefords lives on
.van side," drawled Heck. "They don't over to come here, Mr. Dale," More-lan- d
began, his big voice filled with
never have nothing to do with each
ding-buste- d
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Moreland Repeated in a
Hoarse Growl. "You Say Yore Name
Is Cariyle!"

"Carlylel"

went with him whar he went and he
went with me whar I went. I'd fight
fo' him, and he'd fight fo' me. It's
hard to tell, even atter this long
time. . . .
"David, he was a strappln' big man,
He was
like all o' the Morelands.
like
about yore size, and grey-eyeyou, and he had brown hair like you.
When you walked up to the gate, it
made me think o' him the day he was
married; he was all dressed up In
Then David
dark blue like you. . .
he went up here one summer and
found this vein o' coal. He got lawful p'sesslon o' the mountain, and
moved his wife up here. The rest of
us lived over in the Laurel Fork country then.
"One day I got a letter from David,
which said that a man named John K.
to buy his mounCariyle was
tain and the coal, and said that his
wife was pow'ful sick. A week later
she died, and left a baby which died,
too, accordln' to a old Injun by the
name o' Cherokee Joe, who knowed
ray pap and knowed David. And a
month later we was all dragged from
our beds by this snme Cherokee Joe,
tellin' us that Cariyle had shot David.
Cariyle,
Cherokee
Joe said, was
hard. The Injun seed the
shootln' through a window.
"It was might' nigh to three days
later when we got here and found
pore David
whar he'd fell.
We scoured the mountains fo' miles
and miles around In a s'arch fo' the
dawg who killed him, but we never
found him. . . . The land up here
looked purty, and it belonged to us
by David's death ; so we all moved up
here to live, and built us cabins.
"Major Bradley found out about the
end o' my brother, and he wanted us
to put the case In the hands o' the
law. But we wouldn't do It. A More-lan- d
never goes to law about anything.
He pays his own debts, and he collects
what Is his due "
John Moreland arose and paced the
porch floor, which creaked under h's
weight. He stopped before Dale, and

tells why.
AUTOMOBILE
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DESPAIR
If you are troubled with pains or
aches; feel tired; have headache,
indigestion, insomnia; painful
urine, you will find relief in
pa9-Eage-

of

GOLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles and
National Remedy of Holland since 169&
Three sizes, all druggists.
Look for the name Gold Medal on eyerr bos
and accept bo imitation
Times for Gratitude.
There is much greatness of mind In
the owning of a good turn as in the
doing of it ; and we must no mors
force a requital out of season than be
wanting in It. Seneca.

sadly :

"Now ye'll know why I was so much
tore up when I heered yore name, the
Cariyle part. John K, Cariyle killed
the best man 'at ever lived. And mobile ye'll onderstand why we ain't never
had the conscience to sell the coal,
which cost Brother David his life."
guest sat staring absent, Moreland's
d
butterfly
ly toward a
thnt was Industriously sipping honey
brown-winge-

heart of a honeysuckle
bloom. He gave no sign that he had
heard anything out' of the ordinary,
but In an odd, persistent way his mind
seemed to connect his father, John K.
Dale, with the story he had Just heard.
John K. Dnle had come originally
from West Virginia, and he hnd flatly
refused, time upon time, to make any
Investigation
of the Moreland coal
property.
young
The hlllmnn interrupted
Dale's thinking:
"Addle, she's
to have dinner
ready purty soon. Would ye like to
wish, Mr. Dale?"
"Yes," was the answer, and In the
tones of BUI Dale's quiet voice there
was a shade of meaning that More-lan- d
did not catch. "Yes, I'd like to
from the

wash."
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UN EPITOME OF

g
Former King William II of
is dead. William 11, reigning
king of tlie monarchy of Wurttom-burg- ,
abdicated in November, 101K, as
n direct outcome of the war. He had

LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD

OF THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAVINGS,
DOINGS. ACHIEVEMENTS, SUFFERINGS. HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
IWustern Newspaper Union Newt

STATES UNITE

Wurt-tembur-

Senlct.)

WESTERN
Thomas II. Matters, Omaha attorney, was arrested by deputy sheriffs
on a charge of aiding and iihetting n
Felony In connection with the alleged
embezzlement of $200,000 from the now
lefunct Pioneer State hank.
Women are not eligible for Jury
service in Missouri, despite the adoption of the recent amendment to the
state constitution giving them the
right to hold public offices, Circuit
Judge Ralph S. Latshaw held in an
opinion at Kansas City.
A pearl weighing 35 ',4 grains and
declared to be worth $.",000, was
foqnd in the liluck river at Poplar
liluff. Mo., by J. K. Adams, a pearl
hunter. The gem is considered the
most perfect as well as the largest
found in this section of the state.
Girl students of the high school of
Commerce in San Francisco, about
in number, voted 9 to 1 in favor of
abolishing the wearing of silk stockings, transparent waists, fancy frocks
and pyramid hair dressing, and to subcotton
stockings,
middle
stitute
blouses and wash dresses.
Jewels valued at $40,000, stolen from
Mr. and Mrs. K. I,. Ooss of Paris,
France, while en route from Dallas,
Texas, to St. Louis, aboard the Missouri Pacific Sunshine special were
found on the railroad track at De Soto. Mo. Officers believe that the jewels were dropped from a car window
by the thief whe feared detection.
Two unmasked bandits entered the
Sierra Valley Bunk at Loyalton, Calif.,
torced the cashier and his assistant
down on the floor and got away witli
515,000 In coin and currency, all the
'.Kink had. In escaping in an automobile a tire went flat, so they held up a
'.oyalton physician five miles from
wn and took his machine nwuy from

tilm.

The percentage of illiteracy in the
of Washington, according to census bureau figures announced are 1.7
per cent in 1020, compared to 2 per
cent In 1910, there being a total of
persons ton years of agp and over
lu tliii state in 1020 unable to write In
any language. Of this number, 1,028
were native whites of native parent0
age, 751. of mixed parenrage, and
of foreign birth ; 2,127 Indians, 472
Chinese and 1,005 Japanese.
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WASHINGTON
Motor transport is

responsible for
1 5.1, 400,00
tons of farm products carried annually over the highways to the
railroads, according to the United
States Bureau of Market Crop.
The Senate has agreed to a committee amendment to the tas bill providing that debts ascertained to be worthless and charged off within the taxable
year shall be allowed as a deduction
to individual taxpayers.
The question of parole or pardon for
Eugene V. Debs has been "laid aside
for a while," by the Department of
Justice, according to Attorney General
Daugherty, who said that such recommendation as he had prepared would
be changed "in phraseology," before
going to the President.
lie ta II prices in ten cities showed a
tendency to decrease during September, according to a report made by
(he Labor. Department. In the cities
where figures were obtained Sept. 15
only one, Richmond, Va., had an Increase over August prices, and this
amounted to but 2 per cent.
The chair used by Theodore Roosevelt, at his desk at the White House
was formally presented by President
Harding to the Roosevelt Memorial
Association. The gift was received by
a committee headed by William Boyce
Thonrpson, president of the association, and will be placed In a collection
of Hoosevelt mementoes now being assembled.
The deadly poison gas developed by
the chemical warfare service has
been turned to the most peaceful of
service. Experiments compeace-tim- e
pleted by the chemical warfare service have developed from the deadly
gas a violet scent that they assert is
more delicate and more lasting than
the original woodland article. Benzyl
acetate, another of the war gas products, has proved the source of a
Jasmin scent.
English cotton men so far have not
been disturbed by reports of an American cotton shortage. Manager John
Kyland, connected with one of the
biggest Lancashire spinning companies
said he was not worried as all English
Npinnera hold big stocks and are not
buying because the cotton goods export
trade is dead.
Former King William H. of
Is dead. William I, reigning
king of the monarchy of Wurttemberg,
abdicated In November, 1918, as a direct outcome of the war. Be had
feigned sine 1801.
Wurt-teniner-

g

reigned since ISM.
Admiral Behtty of the British navy
and his wife will sail for the United
States on Oct. 15, to be present with
Marshal Foch at the convention of
the American Legion at Kansas City.
Afterward he will Join the British
delegation at the disarmament conference.
Nine Moros were killed in it fight
at Kulaykulay, Sulu province. bWween
thirty Moros and a detachment of the

Philippine constabulary numbering sixteen men, headed by Gov. Carl Moore
of Sulu province, nccording to tin official dispatch received at constabulary
headquarters at Manila.
Sir Krnest Shackleton and his party
have arrived at Lisbon on board the
vessel Quest, which has been damaged
by a heavy storm off the west coast
of Portugal. It is recalled that when
the Quest started out from Knghiiid otf
its voyage of exploration to the Antarctic, dispatches from London stated
there was not a "single
seaman In Its crew."
Weakness In the transverse girders
of the dirigible Zll-- had been revealed
long before the fatal flight when
British and American air sailors
were killed, the coroner declared in
summarizing the testimony given at
the Inquest. Weakness in the transverse girders hnd been shown in tests
In May, said the coroner. lie based
his declaration upon evidence Introduced from experts In the form of deable-bodie- d

2

two-scor- e

positions.

GENERAL
Every Kiwanian In the United States
was urged to "add one more employ
to your payroll this winter," to nid In
solving the unemployment problem, by
Harry Karr of Baltimore, international
president of Kiwanis clubs, lu an address before the meeting of the Pennsylvania district at Pittsburgh, Pa.
The first of a series of suits by the
big packers to recover large sums for
alleged losses on war contracts, was
started In the Federal Court of Claims
at Washington. Swift & Company
asked damages of $1,500,000 for
losses on a four million-poun- d
claimed
bacon contract, and It is understood by officials that other suits being prepared will push the totul up to
$10,000,000.

Pattle Perdue, n woman, and Leon
Vlverett, both negroes, were convicted
at Forrest, Miss., of the murder of Alton Page, white citizen, and were sentenced to be hanged Nov. 4. Afier
Page was killed his body was hacked
to pieces and after efforts to burn the
remains they were buried In a negro
cemetery. After the arrest and confession of the couple a special term of
courtw as held to avert a lynching.
New York stnte has 721.488 automobiles, or one to every fourteen of
Its residents, nccording to an announcement by Secretary of State John
J. Lyons, coveting the registration for
the first half of this year. That New
York state residents have been buying
enrs this year Is shown in the fact
that the registration for the first half
of this year exceeds nil of last year
by approximately 39,000 cars.
A prize of $100,000 for the discovery of a medicinal remedy to relieve
cancer has been offered by an anonymous donor through the Cosmopolitan Cancer Research Society of Brooklyn. The reward will be known as the
Cosmopolitan cancer prize and was
made in anticipation of the observance
of national cancer week, Oct. 30 to
Nov. 5, when physicians, surgeons,
chemists and scientists will hold na
tion-wid- e
clinics and conferences deal
ing ith the disease. Requirements
of the award call for method of treat
ment, formulas and full Information,
with theraupeutic proof In 'at least

fifty

cases.

Trapped by a fire in their home,
two sisters were smothered to death
in Detroit. They were Irene Badnlck,
4 years old, and Eleanor Badnlck, 7.
A
brother Jumped from a
second-storwindow with a baby sis
ter in his arms. Both parents escaped.
Eight children were seriously In
jured when a flying swing device at the
fair grounds at Brockton, Mass., gave
way, throwing one of the swings into
the crowd. The children were taken
to a hospital and several other persons were treated at an emergency
station.
Walter Bernard Sullivan, 30, part
owner of the Charlotte, N. C, Ob
server, died in his hotel apartment
after a brief Illness. A widow and a
young daughter survive him. He went
to New York a few days ago, on his
way home from Denver, Colo., to see
the world series.
George II. Brennan, described by
the police as an owner of racing
stables who once hnd amassed a fortune on the track, shot and killed his
wife in her apartment In New York
and then committed suicide. Bren-a63, and his wife, 48, had not been
living together for several years.
A dispatch to the Central News from
Rome quotes the Idea Nazlonale as demade an
claring that the Jugo-SIav- s
other attack against the Albanians at
Boda, to the north of Scutari, but met
men.
with repulse, losing seventy-siAlbnnlan women and children participated In the fighting, according fd the
'
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despatch.
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The oil well of the National Explor- drain.
ation Company at Orchard Park, near
Markets sasyed all week. Export
Roswell, N. M., Is now do.wu to the
sales of wheut lishter.
Hedsiiiif and
depth of ,5s5 feel and the drill run- (speculative
Belling of wheat pronounced
ning in a hard limestone formation. on moHt days. Corn price stayed
within narrow limits but worked lowThe hole is to be drilled to the depth er,
closiiiii at a new low point. Husk'
ing returns from corn belt reported disof 2,500 feet.
appointing.
Domedtic
demand
was
Drivers of taxicabs in Arizona who somewhat Improved.
prices in
are licj'nsed by the State Corporation Chicago cash market: Closilm
No. Z red winCommission and who hereafter are ter wheal. $1.17; No. 2 bard winter,
$1.13; No. 2
corn, 47c; No. 2 yelconvicted of violating federal or slate low, 47c: No.mixed
3 white, oats, 83c.
For
laws regarding prohibition, narcotic the week Chicago December wheat lost
9'ÁC, cloainií at 11.11; December corn
drugs or pandering, will have their li- lost Hc, closing at 48'igc; Minneapolis
censes revoked, according to an an- December wheat lout 12c, closing' at
M; Kansas City December wheat
nouncement made by the Stale Corpor- $1.21'
lost i)c, closing at $1.03 ft; Winnipeg
ation C'Oinilssion.
December wheat lost 15c, closing at
Chicago May wheat closed at
I'ree rides for Apache Indians on the $1.13.
$1.16.fa; May corn
Minneapolis
Arizona Eastern railroad across the May wheat at $1.22 at ; 54;
Kansas City May
San Carlos reservation are going into wheat at $1.U8; Winnipeg: May wheat
$1. Ill's.
Estimates of world wheat
their third and last decade. By a con- at
crop, excluding Ktissla and some minor
tract witli the railroad the Apaches countries, total 2.787.0(10.000 bushels,
with 2,614,000,000 last year
were permitted to ride 'free for thirty compared
and 2.791.000,000 the pre-wfive year
years. As the line was completed in average. Hussia and India, which were
pre-wexporters,
importing
are
wheat
twenty-threINilS, they have had
years
this year. Supplies now remaining in
of passes.
United States equal only to pre-wAccording to reports at Gallup, N. normal domestic requirements.
l.lve Stork and Mrnta.
M., from tlie Navajo Indian reservawith a week atfo the trend
tion, the piñón crop this season will of Compared
the Chicago live stock price's was
be the largest ever known In the westupward. The more desirable grades of
steers and butcher heifers led this
ern part of the state. Other reports beef
movement with net advances ranirim;.
from all over the slate and also from from 2fc to 75c per 100 lba.
Feeder
Arizona state that conditions are the steers were 25c hlpher and butcher
cows
hogs
steady;
15c to
from
lanced
same and that many carloads will be 35c hiirher. Practically all grades
of
shipped to tlie eastern markets during sheep and Iambs ranged from strong
higher.
deto
In each class the most
the season.
sirable lots averaged about 25c higher.
At the meeting held In Doming, N. October 5 Chicago prices: Hoirs, top,
me$8.65; bulk of sales. $6.7508.611:
M., for the election of a commander of dium
and good beef steers, $6.15 10.40;
the local post of the American Legion, butcher cows and heirers, $3.501 a. 50;
Dr. M. II. Cain was chosen as the new feeder steers, $4.856.85; light and medium weight veal calves. $5.50 11.50;
cincmander, succeeding Dr. S. D. fat lambs, $7.25
9.25; feeding lambs,
5.00(67.00;
Swope, who has filled the position for $6.00(S7.50; yearlings,
fat
$3.0Of5.OO.
ewes.
the past year. The new head of the
Stocker and feeder shipments from
post served overseas in the Marines eleven important markets during the
ending Sept. 30 were: Cattle and
and was wounded while lu action on week
hogs, $.840; sheep,
calves. 101,677;
the German front.
126.822.
In contrast with live stock eastern
Theodore West, now awaiting execuwholesale fresh meat prices were gention in the Arizona state prison for tlie erally lower than a week ago. L,amb
$1 to $2 lower, with mutton and
murder of his traveling companion was
fresh pork loins ranging from steady
near Kingman several months ago, Is to
$2 lower,
lieef was $1 to $1.50 lowveal steady to $1 lower. Octoabsolutely satie. according to tile re- er and
5
prices
good
grade meats: Beef,
port of Dr. Huffman, prison physician ber
$13. OOCa 15.00; veal, $18.00(8)20.00: lamb,
Sr.,
$15.0(l18.00
mutton. $11.00013.00:
at Florence, and Dr. II. A. Hughes,
light pork loins. $26.0028.00; heavy-loinsof Phoenix. The physuians examined
$15.00 20.00.
West at the request of Governor ThomHay.
as E. Campbell and their report was
Receipts light in practically all markets.
1'rleea
steady
governor.
but demand limited
forwarded lot he
mostly to local needs.
Shipping deChaves county, N. M., which already mand continued light. Quoted October
1
5:
No.
New
timothy,
York, $30.50;
is
state,
in
best
tlie
roads
the
boasts of
Pittsburgh. $23: Cincinnati,
making plans for the finest system of Chicago, $24; Minneapolis, $19. $20.25:
No. 1
highways in the Southwest during the alfalfa, Memphis, $22.50; Minneapolis,
$21; Kansas City, $20.00. No. 1 prairie,
next two years. If tlie present plans Chicago, $17; Minneapolis, $15; Kansas
are carried out it will mean a fine City, $13.
Fruits and Vegetables.
highway from Dexter to the Eddy
Northern round white potatoes
county line, n road from the Roose
strengthened In Chicago, gaining 25c at
velt county line south to tlie Chaves $2.20 per 100 lbs. sacked. Kastern
line; u road from Acme to Roswell, round whites lost 15c in Philadelphia
and Pittsburgh, closing at $2.15 $2.25.
and still another from Eight Mile draw Hound whites firm
at $1.75 1.95, f.o.b.
shipping points; weak at $1.80
Directors of tlie Chamber of Com northern
at New York points. Maine Green
merce of Las Cruces. N. M., have been Mountains weak at $1.16(51.41 per 100
Informed by the chairman of the chic lbs. bulk, f.o.b, and weak and dull at
$1.65(6)1.85 in New York.
committee that the improvements to
Demand for cabbage slow to moderbe intuir in the school system of the ate; markets well supplies: New York
domestic
weakened in Philadelphia,
year
cost
during
will
tlie next
city
closing $5.007.00 lower at $25028 per
over $70,000. The auditorium and gym ton bulk. New York
Danish about
in Cincinnati at $35.00 40.00;
of the high school with the heating steady
weak
shipping
at
points
f.o.b.
plant will cost about $35,000; the new Northern Danish gained $3at at$30,$26.00
27.00,
f.o.b.;
Chicago
In
in
building
firm
the south ward will 'cost
up $10 In St. Louis at $45. at $40. and
addiover $.".0,000 and the
Dairy
Products.
tion to the Lucero school will cost
Butter markets were firm, the supply of fancy butter being short of the
about $0,500.
demand. Undergrades were olow. ClosA new project to carry the paved
ing prices of 92 score: New York, 45c;
oiid from Alliiioueraue
to Isletn Is Chicago, 44c; Philadelphia, 46i4c;
now being planned and the work on Boston, 46c.
Cotton.
the first seven miles will be started
Spot cotton
121 points dursoon. Work on the Bnrelas bridge ing the week, declined
closing at 19.78c per lb.
will be started again about the middle New York October futures lost 156
of October and as soon as this is fin points, closing at 19.48c.
ished bids will be asked for on the
DENVER LIVK STOCK.
paving Job which will be of concrete.
Cattle.
When all the work Is completed, this
The receipts were limited and the
will be one of the finest stretches of beef section was represented
by only
road out of the city and will furnish a a few small bunches of stock but demand
for
showed
to be
feeders
itself
splendid outlet for the farmers Jn that the stronger and packers were able
to
clean up the killing caUle they needed
part of the county.
about steady figures.
at
November 13 will be designated as
Feeding steers of good quality were
quoted at $5.50 to $5.75, with choice
Red Cross Sunday by Governor Thomrunning around $C. Plain kinds
as E. Campbell of Arizona. The an- stuff
sold from $1.50 to $5.
nouncement was contained in a letter
Hogs.
from the governor to George Filmer,
With fair receipts on hand here and
manager of the Pacific coast division the river markets leading in a reactrading on the hog market was
of the Red Cross, who had asked the tion,
done on a weakened basis with quotagovernor to designate Nov. 13 as Red tions called from 10 to
15 cents lower.
Business was good In spite of the deCross Sunday to add .impetus to the clines
and the supply of stock, although
annual roll call of the organization'.
larger than usual at this time of the
week, was not sufficient to moot the
Reorganization of the local Chamber demands
of buyers and more hogs than
of Commerce at: Gallup, N. M., Is now were offered could have been disposed
A few sorted loads of the best
of.
big
being planned and the
drive for quality hogs sold at steady figures.
members and funds will be started
Bulk of sales were made between
and $8.30, and small killers paid
about the middle of October. A con- - $6.50 top
price of the day, $8.60, for a
the
ract has been entered Into between piece of one
loud. Top on carload lots
was
$8.50,
local
and
the
chamber
the American
which was, also paid by
small
killer
for three loads of fairly
(illy Bureau, In which the latter desirable hogs.
Oood
agrees to place the local body on C were quoted at $7.75
to $8.25. Packers' heavies were quoted at $6 and
paying basis for the next three years. throw-ouhogs at $5.50.
t
On condition that he leave the state
Sheep.
of Arizona, Fred "Slick" Brown, who
Demand for sheep here was strong-anin spite of the good supplies and
was charged with assault on his wife the reports
of declines of ICastern cenin Douglas, Ariz., was g;ven a five- - ters, Denver's markets held steady,
year suspended sentence by Judge with tendoncy to stronger prices. The
offering was representative of all stock,
in Division 1 of the Super
but demand wns general and salesmen
ior Court. "Slick" promptly showed found an easy outlet for all of their
bis willingness to leave the confines of stock.
Tle highest price received here In
Arizona by taking the first stage out weeks was paid for four loads of 70 and
lambs, which sold for $8.10.
as soon as released and promised he
Three loads of 70 and
lambs
would never return.
sold for $7.75 and another string of
lambs sold for the same price.
Insurance companies doing business
to choice fat stock Is quoted at
In Arizona must eeuse insuring owners Oood
$7.75 to $8.10, and fair lambs from
of automobiles anil other vehicles for $7.25 to $7.75.
In the feeder division trading was
violation of the prohibition laws, acequally active. Three hundred and
cording tJ an order Issued by the State. nineteen
head 'of lambs, weighing: 68
Corporation Commission. The com- pounds, sold for $6.40. Fair grades are
to $6.50, and rood
quotable
at
mission also directed that all. clauses ty'pes at $6.50$5.76
to $6.75.
In Insurance policies now In effect on
quotable
were
at $3.50 t
Fat ewes
ihls subject must be cuucelled by Oct. $4, and feeders at $2.75 to $3.
,
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Plans are being made for a big celeWilliam Hohenzollern has been notified by the Dutch government that he bration in Raton, N. M., on Armistice
will no longer be permitted to com- day and the affair will be In charge of
municate with supporters In Germany the American legion, assisted by other
by letter, and that telephone and tele- wrganusatlou of the city.
graph message! will be censored.

GOOD
HIGHWAYS

Metal Market.
Colorado settlement prices:
Bar silver (American). $
Bar silver (forslgn)...
Copper
liVi
Mad
Ztuc.

11
.7
.1
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PNEUMATIC

TIRES ARE BEST

Cause Least Damage to Road Surface
According to Tests by
Bureau of Road.
(Prepared

NICARAGUA

BALKS

HONDURAS,
GUATEMALA
AND
CALVADOR
FEDERABECOME
TION FORMED AFTER U. S.
(Westers Newspaper Union News Serriee.)

Tegucigalpa, Honduras. A new nation having mi approximate- area of
100,000 miles mid a population of
fume Into existence when the
governments of Hondura, Guatemala
and Salvador ceased to function and
the provisional federal council of tlie
Central American federation, composed
of those countries, took charge.
The new republic lies between Mexico and Nicaragua, with Tegucigalpa
us its capital.
The pact of tlie union was signed
early in January of this year at Shu
Jose, Costa Klca, by the three mentioned states and Costa Rica, whose
national assembly rejected it later by
unvote of 1!) to 20.
Nicaragua refused to sign the pact
on account of differences with its
neighbor states about the interpretatreaty,
tion of ftie
which gave to the United States special right for the construction wff an
Interoceaiiie canal through its- territory.
Similar considerations aptmrentty
prevailed in Costa Ilica but in both
countries the public opinion is divided and a Unionist party is endeavoring
to bring about, some time, tlie union
of Nicaragua and Cosat Ilica t the
federation. If this comes to a fulfillment, the population of the new nation would be increased by 1,0(X),0)0
inhabitants and would extend its
boundary down to l'anama.
The union of these sister republics
has been a national aspiration since
eighty years ago when political troubles destroyed the Federal Hepubllc
of Central America which, as a whole,
liberated itself from the Spanish power In 3S21 and maintained its unity until the '40s.
They speak the saine language,
Spanish, have the same religion, Roman Catholic, and are of the same race,
predominantly Indian, except lu Costa
Rica, where the white race prevails.
Since the Spanish conquest they have
had identical legislation and the same
culture.
The text of the treaty of union provides for a government modeled on the
lines of the constitution of the United
States, with three separated branches,
the executive, legislative and Judicial,
although the executive is modeled
more on the Swiss system.
A constitution embodying these provisions was finally approved by the
constituent assembly which met in
September at Tegucigalpa.
Insofar as It does not Infringe on
the Federal constitution, each state re
tains its autonomy and independence
In the management nnd direction of
Its internal 'affairs and will carry on
the governmental functions not specifically delegated, to the federation.
The executive power reposes In a
Federal council composed of popularly
elected delegates, each state to elect
one councilman and one alternate for
the term of five years. Alternates
may enter Into the deliberations of the
council but have no vote.
-

Bryan-Chamorr-

by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Many roads not originally intended
to carry heavy traffic were seriously
damaged during the period of the
war by the Impact of heavy motortrucks.
The natural result of this
was to warn highway engineers of the
Importance of planning all future
roads with reference to the kind of
traffic that Is likely to use them. The
engineers responded immediately by
building thicker' roads and roads of
more durable material ; but In the
absence of definite knowledge of the
probable strength of the Impact they
have not known exactly how thick or
how strong- the roads must be made.
Recent tests of tlie impact oí motortrucks made by the bureau of public
roads, United States Department ot
Agriculture, develop the facts that
truck strikes a
when a solid-ttre- d
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Pneumatic Tires Save Highways.
h
obstruction the impact maybe as high as seven times the !oad
an average being about four times.
The tests show, however, that
depends largely upon the kind
and condition of the tire. Pneumatic
tires cause the least damage to the
road surface, the cushion of air reducing tlie impact so that It Is seltimes the static
dom greater than 1
Although the
load on the wheels.
impact Increases with the speed- of
the truck, and it is therefore highly
desirable to limit speed by strict regulation, the use of pneumatic
make higher speed permissible.
The tests of the bureau of public
roads have pointed the way to
designing of roads for motortruck traffic, and there is every assurance that engineers will now be
able to build roads with practical certainty that they will withstand
of heavy vehicles.
Further reassurance in this respect
lies In the Information that
are not building as many
trucks exceeding five tons capacity a
formerly. The number of Industries
In which very large trucks can be
kept continuously working Is extremely limited, so that the likelihood of forthcoming motortruck damage to public highways Is considerably reduced.
one-inc-
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GOOD HIGHWAYS ARE COMING
Federal, State and Local Authorities
Join Hands for Great Good
Roads Campaign.

The federal government, the state
governments, and the local authorities
have Joined hands for the greatest
s
campaign that has ever
Up
to
Daugherty.
Decision
Wire
been undertaken anywhere In the
Washington. The long disputed ques- world.
tion of wholesale dealers in sacraWe are told that during the next
mental wines being permitted to do five vears there will be at the disposal
business under the national prohibi- of the state highway departments a
tion laws has been put to tlie Depart-mln- e grand total or not less tnan
of Justice for decision. SecreNo fewer than 22 great natary Mellon has asked Attorney Gen- tional highways are under construceral Daugherty to rule where commer- tion or planned for early develop
cial firms can be permitted to deal In ment
wines for religious purposes.
The apereeate Drolects call for the
expenditure of $000,000,000 during the
Lumber Man Killed by Shaft
present year.
Ranld City. S. D. Louis Schmall,
an employe of a lumber company here, APPROVES OUR ROAD SYSTEM
was beaten to death on the floor or
the mill plant when his clothing be Imperial Commissioner of Japanese
came entangled in a revolving shaft
Government Recommends Our
Nearly
while oiling the machinery.
Type for Building.
every stitch of clothing was torn from
his body.
Prof. T. Takakuwa of KIrlu univerin Tokyo, and imperial commissity,
Record.
Height
To Try for
sioner of .the Japanese government,
Washington. A new world altitude sent abroad to Investigate types of
record, exceedlne even the 40.800 feet highways in Europe and the United
Just achieved, will soon be attempted States, approves of the type of roadby army aviators at Langley field, way used in this country for the imThe flight will be undertaken with n provement and road building program
new and superior flying device known In Japan.
(
as a supercharger.
Work In Pennsylvania
Cost of Living High in Rome.
Pennsylvania has 231 highway conRome. Rrime is still the most ex- struction Jobs under way. These Inpensive large city In Italy. According volve a total of 4,946,012 feet or 934.73
to the latest figures published on the niles, at a cost of $51,731,523.54.
cost of living, the Eternnl City is 19
per cent denrer than It was in 1920.
Tree Along Highways.
This, however, Is a diminution of the
California, Oregon and Washington
cost of living during the past months are establishing laws for preserving
when, during March, the cost of living trees alono; the highways as a scenic
soared as much as 30 per cent higher asset.
than last year. The other expensive
Give Fowls Dry Mash.
cities are Milan, Florence and Turin,
Keep the dry mash before the blrdj
which are. today about 18 per cent over
constantly.
the 1020 figures.
good-road-

d,uuu,-000,00-

0.

TAIBAN VALLEY NEWS.

Woodsmen's Pay
No Longer High
Reaction in Maine From War
Boom Sends Lumber Prices
Down Toward Normal.
MEN

TWO

FOR

EVERY

JOB

one-hal-

Home Builders Will Rejoice, but Pulp
Mills Garner Most of the Output-Emplo- yers
Now Can Get Their
Pick of Men.

Bangor. The day of fabulous wages
for woodsmen Is past, and Instead of
Jobs hunting men men of any kind
at almost any price the hunting Is
now done by the men, for there are
at least two of them to one Job. Every
day now, the sidewalks of lower Exchange and Washington streets are
thronged with woodsmen, waiting for
something to turn up, and the employment agents are having their pick of
the men at prices not more than half
those paid a year ago.
In olden times the best of native
woodsmen were glad when November
rame around and a long winter faced
them, to get $16 to $25 a month to go
Into the woods, walking most of the
50 to 100 miles from Bangor to the
scene of operations with their bags
on their backs, and satisfied with a
bunk in a log house and a diet com-- 1
posed chiefly of pork and beans. They
went to work at the first streak of
dawn and kept at it as long as they
could see a tree.
Wages Were Low.
In that "day the price of spruce
stumpage (the right to cut) was $1.25
to $2 per thousand feet and a very liberal scale at that. The men who drove
the logs down the boom got $1.75 to
$2.50 a day, and they, were experts,
every one. The rafters at Bangor,
the overhaulers, the sawmill men and
everybody else who touched the log
or the lumber worked long hours at
low wages the sawmill men fsnm
dawn to dusk for $30 a month and
Vessels carried the lumber
board.
from Bangor to Boston for as little
as $1.25 per thousand feet, seldom
more than $1.75 ; to Long Island ports
for 50 cents more and to New York
'

for $2.25 to $2.75.
On this basis of cost of production
estimating the price of the logs in
boom at $0 to $9 per thousand feet
and $10 to $13 for
for hemlock
spruce, lumber was. so cheap that
anyone could afford to build a
house and mechanics In Bangor and
the towns along the river Improved

Check Signed U. R. Acrook
Goes Through Banks
Loveland, Colo. Some crook
with a sense of humor succeeded In passing a check for $250
on an Akron (O.) rubbef firm
that was written on a counter
check of the First National bank
here. It was signed U. It.
Acrook and indorsed by several
banks before it got back here,
and It was discovered there was
no such account in the local
bank.

Ignorance of Care of Furnace Responsible for Much Waste,
Says Bulletin.
.

SEALING CRACKS SAVES HEAT

Congressman" Free's Proud Boast
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by Congressman Arthur M. Frae of Califor: A' nw dffitinction
nia, who Is serving his" first term, in thy house, that of having two sets of
twins, la addition to another son. The photograph shows him with his five
'"
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armv, as was also Maj. Gen. Joseph
T. Dickman. The brigadiers promoted
REVIEW OF
to fill these vacancies in the list of
generals were Charles J.
inn tor
Bailey and Samuel D. Sturgls, and
CURRENT
when he gave out these names, secretary of War Weeks made it known that
hereafter merit will be the test for
to the rank ot brigadier
Changes in Tax Bill Proposed promotion
general. Secretary"Weeks, in a letter
to General Wood, paid high tribute to
By the Democrats and the
the letter's achievements. "I do not
"Agrarian Bloc."
consider," he wrote, "that It is too
much to say that your efforts contributed more to remedy our
for war than those of any
RETIRED
WOOD
IS
GENERAL,
other Individual, and for this your
country will give you credit long
In after the circumstances which denied
President Asks Local
you the privilege of commanding in
Relieving Unemployment Conditions
the troops you trained are
battle
Briand and Lloyd
Premiers
George May Attend the Great
In accordance with the recommendaConference in Washington.
tions of the conference on unemployment. President Harding Issued a
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
public statement asking governors and
Tim neril that resides in overwhelm
mayors throughout the country to
maing majorities, always recognized by organize in each community
demonstrated chinery for the correction of economic
being
Is
politicians,
Htrtiin to the Republicans In congress conditions along the lines worked out
to the case of the tax bill. The senate by the conference. Local
Republicans have, been split up into he declared. Is absolutely necessary
several erouns that so far nave neen to success, and to give national counable to agree on the changes to be ordination to the efforts for remade In the measure as passed by tne habilitation, a central agency will be
houNc. and the Democratic minority, maintained in Washington under the
consequently', is hopeful of carrying auspices of the conference. Secretary
out Its program. The main features Hoover appointed as head of this
agency Col. Arthur Woods, former
of this are:
A hlirher surtax rate than 32 per police commissioner of New York.
cent to affect incomes In excess of
Mr. Harding believes that a lar?e
$500,000.
number of men now Jobless would be
A
rnidiiated corporation income tax given employment if congress would
in place of the proposed 15 per cent pass, the railroads credit bill, which
rute.
would mean the payment of about half
Retention of the corporation capital- - a billion dollars to the railroads.
stock tax.
Therefore he is urging that the measIleneal of the freight, passenger and ure be adopted at this session.
Pullman transportation taxes and of
the $2,000 exemption allowed to corWilliam Howard Taft was sworn In
porations.
as chief justice of the Supreme Court
Decreased normal Income tax rates of the United States last Monday and
on incomes of $15,000 or less.
took his seat ns the fall term of the
Senators McCormlck, Capper, I.en- - court opened. Two days Inter he took
root and others of the so caneo off ids gown and appenred before the
agrarian bloc, together with a number senate Judiciary committee to advoof 'other Republicans, have been workcate enactment of a law creating
In? hnrd to devise a program that win eighteen additional federal Judgeships.
be acceptable to a majority of the The Volstead act, he said, has added
senate, and the one they have drawn considerably to the congestion in the
up tentatively Includes the following
federal courts, nnd he continued : "I
nlmnl'PS?
do not hesitate to say that I believe
corporation income violations of the prohibition law will
A graduated
tax Instead of a flat tax as a budsu- - greatly lncrense before they begin to
tute for the excess profits tax.
grow fewer."
Further reduction In tne lower sur
Attorney General Daugherty, also
tax rates on Individual Incomes, but before the committee, disagreed with
n increase from the 32 per cent maxi
tills opinion, saying prohibition cases
mum In (he bill to 50 per cent, which have reached their peak and violarepresents a compromise tietween me tions will decrease, as the people want
proposed maximum and the rate of tn see the law enforced and the ten
(J) per rent present law.
dency of state authorities to leave enItetentlnn of the corporation cap forcement to the government Is begin
ital stock tax which Is repealed In the ning to dlsnppear. Mr. Daugherty
senate committee bill.
should know what he is talking about,
An Increase In the higher rates of but the news columns of the dally
estate taxes.
papers do not bear out his assertion.
Ue)eal of the taxes on freight, pas
senger, and express trnnsportnnon.
Pol. Charles R. Forbes, director of
Senator Smoot of Utah nnd a few the federal veterans' bureau, returned
others are advocating a 3 per cent to WHshlnirton last week after an in
or manufacturers' sales spectlon trip throughout the country,
production
tax, but the group above mentioned and at once made a startling report
e
to President Harding. He asserted
Is oppnjted to this, and so is
Mnndell. Republican lender that of the 100,000 disabled soldWrs
of the house, who. after a conference who nre being given vocational edu
with President Harding, asserted there cation at the government's expense,
helnir "fnrmed out" to
was no chance that the bouse wuld nn nnn
accept anything of the nature of a sweatshops nnd "mushroom institu
general sales tax.
tlons created for the purpose of get
ting federal trainers and government
Chicago
I,M. week the President let It be n.niipv" Forbes declares the
had In this re- especially
Is
go
situation
congress
to
wished
he
that
known
nothing snort
ahead with its legislative program sport and adds that it Isto put men in
slavery
without thought of an early adjoum-- n of crime andplaces
they have been put
out. There had been some anxiety some of the
lest the' deliberations He gave orders for the discontinuance
in Washington
schools nnd in
of the conference on limitation of of trnlnlnc at certain
Chlcngoans
Chicago.
tn
sHfnHoim
by
the
armaments might he disturbed
training
vocational
In
the
Interested
doings of congress If it were In session
men could not bring them
after November 11, but Mr. Harding nf
tr. believe the truth of Colonel
onlv.
Is not. at all worried by tins, ihe tax
accusations, though admitting
Forbes'
In
the
up
business
all
holding
bill Is
might
be isolated cases or ex
there
senate except the treaties and the
canal tolls bill. The treaties are to plollatlon.
be voted on October H and the canal
In an "authoritative" summary of
measure comes to a vote on Oetobe--r
nroernma the big powers are ex
the
preference
10. If President Harding's
conference on
Is considered, the tariff 1)111 will be rwrted to brine to the
and Far
armaments
though
of
limitation
adjournment,
before
taken tip
that
stated
is
willit
TOastern
questions
seem
congress
many members of
and Italy will
ing that it should go over to the next Great Rrltnln. France
try to make the cancellation of the
,
session.'
silled debts to the United States or
conbillion dollars one of the sub
eleven
was
Wood
Leonard
MaJ. Gen.
gento
be discussed. Of course they
jects
governor
as
firmed by the senate
well informed
eral of.ths Philippines and next day have not said this, butIs their desire.
was placed on the retired list of the persons bellev that

EVENTS
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strueted so that the heat Is held In;
that the air be kept moist; and that
enough fresh air be admitted either
continuously or from time to time to
avoid the discomfort or unhealthful
conditions due to accumulation of car
bonlc acid gas. In selecting fuel, the
bulletin suggests that different kinds
and sizes of coal be tried out.
Should Be Properly Installed.
heater
The best and highest-price- d
improperly Installed may give less sat
lsfactlon than the poorest and cheap
est put In correctly, says the bulletin,
For this reason a man known to under-stanhis business should install the
plant. In selecting the furnace, consult
owners of homes who hnve bad ei'
perlence in operating furnaces of dif
ferent types.
Practically all heating plants have
four dampers. A draft damper in the
door of the ash pit is opened to admit
air through the fire, which causes it
to burn rapidly. A check damper located In the smoke pipe Is opened to
admit cold air Into the flue, thus inter
fering with the draft and retarding the
burning of fuel In the heater. The
damper located In the feed door Is used
for the snme purpose. Through it cold
air Is admitted directly over the fire,
and If opened wide, It acts as n check
When regulated properly, it admits Just
sufficient air to supplement that ad
mltted through the draft dumper and
causes more perfect combustion of the
fuel. The smoke pipe damper Is lo
rated between the furnnce and the
check draft, and can be used to contro
the draft above the fuel In windy
weather or at night.
Ashes should not be permitted to ac
cumulate In the ash pit. ns this retards
the draft and the heat ehuses the grato
bars to become warped and bent. As a
rulo It Is not necessary to shake down
the ashes more than once or twice n
day. except in very cold weather, and
shaking should be stopped as soon n
live sparks begin to fall Into the nsh
pit.
Sealing Cracks Saves Heat.
to seal the crack
Tt is economy
about doors and windows with weather
strips, and where the.wenthor Is un
usually cold, storm sash Is recoin
With a wind velocity
mended.
fifteen miles an hour a crack of tliw
s
of nn inch, which
much less than the average for rinnr
and windows, permits, the passage
f
cubic feet u
about one and
air a minute for every linear foot. A
ordinary double sash window (thirty
Inchi
six inches wide and seventy-tw- o
high) would thus admit thirty rubl
feet of air n minute. In a room ti
feet wide by twenty feet long hnvln
two windows of this kind, there woiil
he required approximately RO per con
more hent units to boat It proper!
than If the entrance of the nlr wn
controlled and n complete change nl
lowed once every hour.
In addition to maintaining a proper
tempernture. the moisture present
the nlr Is n great factor In heattn
homes. The water pan In the furnace
should always he kept filled, and othc
means provided for the evaporation of
wnter In the living room. Not only are
rooms In which the air has a high per
rentage of moisture more economical!
heated, but living conditions are more
..
healthful.
d
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This girl, Juanita Olivette of New
Is certain that she is the
of Sappho. At the age ol
six she climbed on her mother's kne
and said: "Mamma. I have found
mvself. Who, or what was Sappho?'
Since then she has written thousands
of lyrics and painted many charming
canvases. She is now only fourteen
years old. Her father, who keeps 8
curio shop, has been an actor, ma
gician, newspaper man and artist.
"I am as old as time," says Juanita.
"I have been since the beginning.
Once I was Sappho. I am again Sap
pho reincarnate."

one-hnl-
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world s recLieut j A. Macltcady photographed just after his flight at Dayton, O., in which he established a wrought by
ord for altitude 40,800 feet. 2 First photograph from Oppau, Germany, showing the destruction
The
Hall of the Americas in the I
the explosion in the big dye works by which hundreds were killed.
will
sit.
armaments
of
on
limitation
building, where the conference

York,
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to Save on Fuel
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u. s. Tells How

the opportunity of cheap lumber and
cheap laud' to get homes for them- Average House Owner Burns Too Much
selves.
Coal, Principally Because He Does
Today everything Is very different
Not Know How to Regulate
There had been a gradual Increase beHis Heater.
fore the war of stumpage rates, wages
costly
was
and other costs, and lumber
Washington. The average house
enough when the war came on, largely
through the advent of the pulp mills, owner burns too much coal, principally
how to
which from small beginnings in the because he does not know
of
engineers
say
heater,
his
scope
regulate
eighties Increased their field and
Agriof
Department
of operations until In 1915 they owned the United States
1194,
most of the desirable timber lands culture in Farmers' Bulletin
Plant."
Heating
Home
a
up
more
"Operating
eating
than
were
rather
and
Many
half of the 800,000,000 feet of spruce published by the department.
with
provided
v
now
cut in the. state.
rural homes are
preThen the war set things faster furnaces, and the publication was
efficient
their
to
guide
a
skywere
go
as
Wages
to
first
ever.
pared
than
the
ward, owing to the difficulty of getting operation, particularly in getting makhelp.
most heat out of the fuel and in
possible.
Men who could not speak a word ing the home as healthful as
of English .and were almost too lazy
The satisfactory and efficient heatto move got $3 a day and board for ing of homes, according to the bulletin,
pulp wood, or $2.75 requires : That the chimney flue be of
cutting four-loo- t
to $3 , a cord when working by the proper size and in the proper place;
be
piece and paying their own board, at that the proper heating equipment
be
plant
the
correctly;
that
cents
to
$1
a
day.
75
installed
the rate of
so
Some of these pieceworkers made as understood thoroughly and operated
much as $180 to $200 a month, a few thnt It elves the most heat from theMost of this was spent ! fuel consumed; 'that the house be coneven more.
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eat up fully 75 per cent vf the log crop.
On the west branch of the Penobscot, which In the old days yielded
50,000,000 feet or more of long logs,
scarcely a stick ias cut last winter
for sawmills, practically the entire out
put, 134,000,000 feet being in four-foo- t
lengths, for the Great Northern Paper
company.
It is the same story everywherethe pulp mills monopolizing
In Bangor for whisky, motor rides and the log cut, and as long as this deother enjoyments, or lost In gambling. mand continues lumber cannot be anyBottom Fell Out.
thing like as cheap as It once was,
Then, In the early fall of 1920, the whatever the cost of labor.
Peeled
bottom began to fall out.
pulp wood fell from $31 a cord to SAPPHO REINCARNATED
$21, and rough from $23 to $13, while,
with an overstock on hand everywhere, cutting operations were cur: Woods
f.
wages went
tailed
down with a bang but the bottom was
'
not reached. This summer the decline
has continued and woods wages are
down to $1.75 a day, in some sections
as low as $1.50, with board, while
pulpwood sawyers working by the cord
are getting instead of $2.75 to $3.50
a cord, $1.75 and occasionally $2, and
paying their own board at the rate of
75 cents to $1 a day. Even at these
prices there are thousands Idle.
Spruce lumber, which at one time In
1019 reached $63 and $05 per 1,000
feet, Is now quoted at $45 to
$49 for dimensions and $30 to $43
for randoms, and the only thing that
prevents a further slump is the demand of the pulp mills, which now

tiepre-Kentntlv-
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Now President Harding has made It
known that he is opposed to having
the matter of the allied debts brought
up at all at the parley. He believes
It can be better settled in other ways,
and that the conference will have
enough to do in considering the questions provided in the agenda as It
now stands. He is extremely desirous that something big be accom
plished in the reduction of armaments
and the settlement of the pressing
problems of the Pacific and the Far
East and does not wish the work of
the conference made more arduous
by the injection of other questions.
When the French chamber of de
puties meets on October 18. Premier
Briand expects to obtain a vote or
confidence, which would mean per
mission for him to attend the conference In Washington. Since he has declared his intention of coming Prime
Minister Lloyd George has begun to
think he, too, will be able to attend

the parley, believing that the Irish
neace negotiations will be so well un
der way that he can leave them to
others for a few weeks. It is said,
too, that Lloyd George hopes to ar
range a preliminary conference11 with
the representatives of France and
Italy before they come over. Ostensibly this would be a meeting to con
sider the report of the League or
council on the division of the
plebiscite area of Upper Silesia.
Secretary Hughes has invited Holland, Belgium and Portugal to participate in the Washington conference
when It is discussing questions relat
ing to the Far East. These tnree nations have territorial interests in the
1
Orient.
JSa-tlo- ns

The assemblv of the League of NaJ
tlons ended its second meeting last
week

Brazil, Belgium,

after

China and Spain as the
The
members of the council.
proposed amendment or elimination
of article X and the amendment of
the article on registration of treaties
went over to the next session, and in
the matter of reduction or armaments
action seemed to be blocked by the
Nev
coming Washington, conference.
ertheless the assembly accomplished
a good deal. The international court
of justice was established, various important technical organizations were
set up and other important steps
taken.
Hungary, warned by the allies,
agreed to withdraw entirely from
Burgenland. the strip awarded to Austria by the treaty of Trianon. The
trouble there, however, may not be
ended, for the Hungarian government
admittedly has lost control over the
irregular troops that are holding a
part of the territory and that so far
have refused to get out.
.

A special committee of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States
has just returned from a trip of investigation abroad and submits a report in which active American participation in the economic rehabilitation and stabilization of Europe Is recommended.
In every country visited,
says the committee, the opinion was
expressed that western and central
Europe cannot be restored to conditions that approximate normal without American assistance. The conclusions of the committee, which should
be especially grateful to French ears,
are :
"The United States and the allies
sholijd present n solid front in demanding Germany make good In the
matter of reparations.
"There should be formed an international commission of business men
to aid the reparations commission In
working out difficult financial problems concerning reparations.
"The United States should not withdraw at this time !ts army on the
Rhine.
"The world is operating on a .basis
f
of the
of less than
standard.
"The consumption by 300,000.000
persons Is reduced to 30 per cent of
normal.
"France and other countries bordering on Germany need protection
ngnlnst future attacks.
"Financial aid cannot be extended
to Germany to enable it to purchase
torlnls with which to manufac
ture goods for the purpose of paylnu
Its obligations unless there remains
strong central government,"
one-hal-

prefe-wa-

TAIB AN VALLEY NEWS.
MOTHER! CLEAN

The Pips
And Easy Chair

CHILD'S BOWELS WITH
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP

In almost every home, there's one
place sacred to the head olthe house
where he is accustomed to settle down
and take his comfort.
There is a big, comfortable chair
Morris chair, or some sort of an upholseat such
stered,
as used to be called an easy chair.
It's usually lodged near the fireplace.
At any rate, it's always stationed at
Just about the most comfortable spot
in the house.
And right near at hand you inevitably find what?
Pipes and tobacco, don't you?
Men are likely to be just as comfort-loving
as they are
They know that rest is necessary to
renew their powers. They know that
after a pipeful and a short rest in the
old easy chair, their minds work more
clearly: they can think things out that
baffled them no little during the pressure and confusion of the day. And so
they take their comfort, wisely take it.
And so
his
pipe and tobacco have become
tickets of ad-

Even a sick child loves the "fruity"

taste of "California Fig Syrup." If the

tittle tongue Is coated, or if your child
listless, cross, feverish, full of cold,
or has colic, give a teaspoonful to
cleanse the liver and bowels. In a few
hours you can see for yourself how
thoroughly it, works all the constipation poison, sour bile and waste out of
the bowels, and you have a well. Dlay- ful child again.
Millions of mothers keep "California
Fig, Syrup" handy. They know a
today saves a sick child tomorrow. Ask your druggist for genuine "California Fig Syrup" which has
directions for babies and children of
all ages printed on hottl. Mothpp!
Tou must say "Cnllfornla" or you may
got an Imitation Jig syrup. Advertise
Is
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Important to all Women
Readers of this Paper

man's comfort
as nothing before or since.
The pipe and
easy chair are

Thousands upon thousands of women
have kidney or bladder trouble and never
uspect it.
.
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy con-- :
dition, they may cause the other organs
to become diseased.
You may suffer pain in the back, head- ache and loss of ambition.
Poor health makes vou nervous, irrit.
ble and may be despondent; it makes any
one so.
liut hundreds of women claim that Dr.
Swamp-RooKilmer's
by
restoring
health to the kidneys, proved to be just
the remedy needed to overcome such
conditions. ,
Many Bend for a sample bottle to see what
Swnmp-Roothe great kidney, liver and
bladder medicine, will do for them. By
enclosing ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
Binghamton, N. Y., you may receive sample size bottle by Parcel Post.
You can
purchase medium and large size bottles at
ill drug stores. Advertisement.
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Also, a .woman's face may be her
husband's misfortune.

(.'enter of the Air Industry.
This is Unmlia's slogan these dn.vs.
Why?
lii'cuuse this enterprising
Nebraska city of 200,000 people 'will
stage November
the First International Aero Congress. This congress is Omaha's own idea and the
i'liv 1i:i nirried. it nut. in suite of

DYED HER BABY'S COAT,

MA1IA

A

3-- 5

inn

m

eles, to the point where success is
In consequence, Omaha Is proudly claiming to be America's most progressive aviation
4

HNsnred.

i enter,
- The purposes of the congress tire praiseworthy.
The congress ItseJf is likely to be of great importance.
One purpose is to bring the flyers together for
a lflg reunion, the first since the World War. Another is to show everything In connection with
aviation, in order to interest the people of the
nation in flying. A third is to form a nntionul
air body for the advancement of aviation In America. The big purpose is: "Aviation supreme for

Aniei lea."

The formation of a national nir body appears
to be well under way, through preliminary organizations in (lie states. At this writing twenty-fivslates are forming state organizations of the congress and will be represented by delegates.
That there is necessity for the formation of such
n body seems hardly open to argument. Rudyard
Kipling, years ngo, wrote of aircraft : "We are
at (be opening verse of the opening pnge of the
chapter of endless possibilities." We have read
far beyond that now and the march of events
forces us to keep on turning the leaves, if we
would keep our place In the forefront of the procession of the nations.
In the opinion of those who seem best qualified
to know, the United States has not kept abreast
.villi oilier countries in the development of aviation, especially In the matter of development oí
airways. For example, the best we can show In
the way of a transcontinental route Is that following fl'O general line of Cleveland, Chicago, Omaha,
lleno and San Francisco. The experts declare it
to be not more than 40 per cent complete In organie

zation.
An essential of the success of big business Is
Imagination. Imagine, If yoji can, what the part
of aviation In the Ufe of the nation will be five
years from now. It Is no wonder that men pf
large affairs want the organization of a national
air body and want it now.
Omaha's slogan was Inspired by the Aero Club
of ti;,dii, an orsnnizatinn of 100 former pilots'
and observers of the World War. Nevertheless,
nit tlte city Is talking aviation these days. Three
monlbx ago, of course, It wus not o. Omaha was
no iiKre enthusiastic over aviation than any other
clly. When Its citizens beard an airplane droning
overhead they gazed skyward for a moment. Otherwise they were uninterested.
Then Karl W. I'orter, president of the Aero
CJuh of Omaha, rgnceived the Idea of the congress and went to work on it. Now aviation is in
the blood of the citizens. They talk of the many
phases of air travel with the nonchalance of aces.
In other cities the people may call anything that
traverses the air nn airship. But not so In Omaha ;
thry rightly use the word aircraft. Do you hear
bUmp In Omaha? Well, hardly. Omaha knows
that blimp is not only slang, but obsolete slang,
whereas people In other cities are still applying
the word indiscriminately to all balloons, rigid
nr.d nonrlgld airships and llghter-than-acraft.
You never catch an Omahan these days saying
hydroplane when he means seaplane; he knows
that the former never leaves the water. And you
find him correctly using airplane, seaplane and
e
airship Instead of aeroplane,
and
dtrigMe. You may even overhear a conversation
jibout the captive helicopter. In short, everyone
In Omaha appears to be enthusiastic about aviation In general and the coming congress in parlr

hydro-aeroplan-

ticular.
President Porter went to his fellow clubmen.
They indorsed his Idea and his plans and pledgpd
i
their support. They also fjxed on him as the
head of the movement and be was duly mscle
logl-cu-

president of the congress, lie accepted the position, turned over his business a flairs to his partl.er
and went to work. The first step was to get
twenty-liv- e
Oniahu business men to back the
project for $J,(KK) each. This was easily done.
It was also easy to get the Indorsement of all
Omaha business and social organizations. A
speakers' bureau was formed to educate the
Arrangements to raise funds for financing the
congress were made. Attention was then turned
to the preparation of a program worthy of the
clti-ten-

free-for-a- ll

high-spee-

occasion.

Incidentally it became necessary In provide a
landing field large enough to stage the program.
A little thing Jlke this, however, did not deter the
air men, who located a farm of K!0 acres showing
possibilities ns a Held, although It was uneven and
contained I'd) large frees.
A "field day" was duly announced, and the air
men nnd their friends rolled up their sleeves and
with the assistance of two Holt caterpillar tractors donated for the occasion, pulled the trees and

leveled the land.
An open drainage ditch traversed the center of
the field, which lies on the edge of one of the
residence districts, only fifteen minutos' ride from
the heart of Omaha. The city council was induced
to vote unanimously to build a covered sewer
through the field nt a cost of $2i,000. So the
problem of a flying field was satisfactorily solved.
In the meantime, an office force was busy mailing thousands of Invitations and pamphlets to
the air men and celebrities, such as President
Harding, Marshal Foch. Orvllle Wright, Glenn
Curtlss nnd Judge K.' M. I.andis.
The gi admites of Fort Omaha holloon school,
the center of America's wart line ballooning, were
Invited for their first reunion. Squadrons nnd
esca'di-illeof flyers were asked to hold their first
reunions In Omaha. The fifty-- ! wo American aces
were Invited, us well as everyone else interested
in avintlon.
The aid of Kansas City wus enlisted in sending
the American Legion convention delegates on to
Omuhn. The Indorsements of national headquarters of the American Legion, of (he Aero Club of
America, of the World's Hoard of Aeronautlcul
Commissioners and of the Aircraft Manufacturers'
Association were obtained. The
of
the Army nnd Navy nir headquarters was asked
for and received.
The railroads helped out by offering ft fare and
a half rate for the round trip from all parts of
the country to Omaha. Gutzon Horglurn, world
famed sculptor, offered a commemorative medal
design symbolical of the work or the American
air man during the war, as his "bit." .James
Hanley, song writer of New York, wrote a special
song praising the work .of the flyers, to be sung
for the first time at the congress.
In preparing Its progrum. Omaha had a piece
of rare good luck right at the outset. As everyone knows, the Pulitzer Trophy Huce became the
world's most famous air event with Its first running in November of 1920 at Mltchrl Field, New
York, under the ousplces of the Aero Club bf
Army, eight
America. There were twenty-fiv- e
Navy, seven Murine Corps and one civilian entrants .in the contest. The winner was Lieut. C.
C. Mosély of the Army idr service, who flew 132
miles In a Verville-Packarmachine at an average
speed of 178 miles an hour. The Army won seven
of the first ten places In the contest and the Navy
two. There were 30,000 spectators, Including celebrities from all walks of life.
Well, the Pulitzer Trophy Race for 1921 had
been scheduled for Detroit, but difficulties had
arisen and the Aero Club of America had
celled the race for the year. Omaha stepped in
and offered the necessary funds. In consequence,
the first announcement on the program Is this:

free-for-a- ll
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"The First International Aero Congress announces the second annual aerial contest for the
Pplitxer Trophy. In connection with the first con- -

free-for-a-
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AND CURTAINS

Ench package of "Diamond Dyes" contains directions so simple any woman can
iyc or tint her old, worn, faded things
new. Even if she has never dyed before,
she can put a new, rich color into shabby
skirts, dresses, waists, coats, stockings,
iweaters, covering, draperies, hangings,
sverythintt. Buv Dinmond T)vea no ntlmr
kind then perfect home dveina is euar- mteed. Just tell vour drmrrrist whetlmr
the material you wish to dye is wool or
iilk, or whether it is linen, cotton, or
mixed goods. Diamond Dyes never streak,
tpot, fade or run. advertisement.
-

taste.

You candecidewith your firstpipeful.

If it isn't exactly what yoa want,
you're out one cent, spent for a postcard. But if it is well, you're likely
to feel that you never invested a cent
to better advantage.
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes to
suit the needs and means of all purchasers. Both Edgeworth Plug Slice
and Edgeworth Ready-Rubbare
packed in small,, pocket-siz- e
packages,
in handsome tin humidors, and glass
iars, and also in various handy
quantities.
For the free samples upon which we
request yeur judgment, address Larus
& Brother Company, 41 South 21st
Street, Richmond, Va.
To Retail . Tobacco Merchant
U
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus V Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
parcel post a one- - or
carton
of any size of Plug Slice or Ready-Rubb- ed
for the same price you would
pay the jobber.
ed

d
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test tor the Aero Club of'Omuha Tropjiy and also
other aerial events. Sanctioned by the Aero Club
of America tinder the rules of the Federation
Aeronnutique Internationale and those of the First
International Aero Congress.
To be conducted
at Omuhn Field, Omaha, Nebraska, U. S. A
November :?, 4' and 5, lifcl."
The PidHzer Trophy Hace Is n
con
test for
airplanes. The distance Is
approximately 130 miles, five times around a
closed course of ,"0 miles, from Omaha Field, thence
northwest to a captive balloon on railroad track
north of Calhoun, Nebraska, thence east to a
captive balloon on the southern outskirts of Love
land, Iowa, thence return to Omaha Field. All
pilots must hold an aviator's license, Issued by
the Federation' Aeronautlque Internationale and
dtdy entered upon the competitor's register of
the Aero Club of America. All airplanes may
compete with pilot only. The Pulitzer Trophy
given by Ralph Pulitzer, editor of the New York
World, Is a four-foo- t
silver trophy, to be raced for
annually. Any flyer winning the trophy two
In succession may keep it.
In addition, these
prizes are offered: First, $3,000; second, $2,000;
third, $1,000.
Event No. 2, set for 3 p. m. Thursday, is an
acrobatic contest, with cash prizes as follows
First, $250; second, $150; third, $100. It is a
contest for all types of airplanes. The
contest will be decided on points and the points
will be given ns follows: Immelmmnh turns, 13;
barrel rolls, 15; falling Jeaves, 20; loops, 20;
1
ts, 15: tall spin, 15.
vertical reverse-meNo.
3,
set
Friday
10
for
m.,
a.
at
Event
is a
commercial derby for all types of commercial
planes. The distance is approximately 250 miles,
Starting at Omaha Field, contestants will fly to
Des Moines, Iowa, land on Curtlss Field xjind re
turn to Omnbn Field. The prizes are: First,
$2,000; second, $1,000; third, $500. The contest
will be decided on points.
Event No. 4, set for Friday at 10:45 a. m., Is
race, with prizes aggregating $475,
a
open to ,JN4's,
Orioles with Curtlss OX5 motor, Canucks and other planes with a
speed of from GO to 75 miles an hour. The distance Is approximately 90 miles.-- '
Event No. 5, set for Friday at 1:30 p. m., Is a
race, with prizes aggregating $473, open
to planes with a speed of from 75 to 00 miles an
hour. The distance Is approximately 90 miles.
Event No. 6, set for Friday at 3:30 p. m Is a
parachute Jumping contest, with prizes aggregating $350. The Jump Is from 1,000 feet or more
nnd the winner is the contestant who lands closest
to a given mark on the field.
Event No. 7, set for Saturday at noon. Is a race
for a trophy, with cash prizes aggregating $2 625,
It is a closed handicap, open to all machines. The
distance is approximately 150 miles.
Event No. 8, set for Saturday at 2:30 p. m., is
a bombing contest, open to Army and Navy planes
only. The first prize is a gold cup nnd the second
a silver cup.
Inasmuch as the congress Is to arouse interest
in flying and stimulate the development of commercial flying, the program thus contains events
for diversified types of aircraft. The Intention Is
to attract a varied field of entries to compete for
prizes to be awarded for desirable airplane performance as well as for high speed.
A feature of the congress will be a half-mil- e
row of various types of airplanes lined up in front
of the grandstand, with exhibits of accessories.
Actual airplane construction will be shown.
For the entertainment of the crowds the great
aerial spectacle, "The Bombing of Courcelay,"
will be shown, with 100 costumed people In the
cust and a model of the French village set up on
the field. Parades, banquets, boxing contests and
a variety of other functions round out a most
attractive program for three days and three nights.

SKIRT
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Some rock crystnls have as many
as 300 different sides.

Used

In One

Family For

Years

Twenty-Eig- ht
Jane, Mo. "Twenty-eigh- t
years ago
I was in very poor health, having
taken the measles when my oldest child
was one month old. My blood was out
of order and I also bad inflammation
of the womanly organB and bladder.
I doctored with the best doctor I
knew of, but gradually grew worse until
I wasn't able to do anything. I heard
of Doctor Pierce's medicines so got a
bottle of ' Golden Medical Discovery '
and one of 'Favorite Prescription,'

and I immediately commenced to
improve. After takinor three bottles
of each I was able to do light house
work and felt like a different nerson
a very small expense compared with
what I had been paying the doctor.
Since then I have always used these
medicines in mv familv." Mrs.

Charles Shanks.

Send 10c to Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel
In Buffalo, N. Y., for a trial package of
any of his remedies. No alcohol.

Sois

one other thing.
A man must
have the kind
of tobacco that
absolutely suits
his taste.
If vou han-pen to lack this, it may be Edgeworth.
You be judge and jury and allow us
to submit our case. There will be no
appeal from your judgment.
Simply write down on a postcard
your name and address together with
that of the local dealer supplying your
smoking needs. By the next mau we'll
aend to you postpaid generous samples
of Edgeworth Tobacco in both forms
Plug Slice and
d.
Edgeworth Plug Slice is pressed h
to cakes, then cut by sharp knives into
very thin, moist slices. Rub a slice
between the hands. It makes an average pipeload.
Edgeworth Ready-Rubbe- d
is ready
to pour right into your pipe. It packs
nicely, and burns freely to the very
bottom of your pipe, getting better
and better.
When the mail brings Edgeworth to
you give oi of your pipes a thorough
over and load it to the brim with
Idgeworth. Drop into the little old
easy chair, stretch out, letting your
feet rest high or low,' and light up.
Puff - puff - puff
now you know
whether or not Edgeworth is the pipe
tobacco absolutely suited to your

two-doz- en

JlEISi

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

RemoTen Dftnorn

I
Restores ioior and
to Gray and Faded HaM
CTtem. WkfcPatcbopue.y.T.

iOty

niHIUbKUICNd

RnnoiNChnLCab

louse, etc, stops all pain, ensures comíortío tha
feet, makes walklnsr eay. Iftu. by mail or at Drna
Ulsoox Chemical Works, Fafiebuffue, M. X.

I

Have Cash Buyers

for aalable (arma.
Will deal with owner,
only. Qive description and cash prlca.
tU.

515

Guitar Kills.

M.

I'tltklNS

Columbia, Mo.

ll

free-for-a- ll

COME TO THE

International Aero Congress
Omaha, Nebraska

November 3, 4, 5, 1921

If you want to take part In an event unparalleled in aviation hla- tory something; that will grip your attention and hold you spellbound
Bomethlnir so elaborate so rirantlc that It will be the talk of the
world come to Omaha for the lirat International Aero Congress, November 8, 4 and 6.
THE BIGGEST, MOST SPECTACULAR AIR EVENT EVER HELD
The Drotrram for this Aero Con arrea Is conrblete in everv detail.
Scores of aircraft from the world's greatest engineers will be on exhibit, and take part in the attention-grippin- g
ALTITUDE TESTS
AIR RACES
AIR DERBIES
PARACHUTE DROPS
BALLOON ASCENSIONS
STUNTS, SPRINTS, CLIMBS
THE BOMBING OF A FRENCH VILLAGE
MORE THAN $10,000 IN CASH PRIZES
Special entertainment
parades, dances, banquets, reunions, boxlnar
exhibitions, etc. Every minute of your time will be enjoyed.
IMMENSE EXHIBIT OF THE LATEST AIRCRAFT CREATIONS
Speed planes, battle planes, flying boats, balloons, blimps, passenger
ships every type or aircrait win db snown. nan to purchase your

airplane and air equipment during the congress.

GRAND RKUNION OF AIR HEN

Thousands of flyers will be In Omaha for the Congress from all
the world. See your former "Buddies and help form a national air
body for the advancement of aviation.

AERO CLUD OF OMAHA, Omaha, Nebraska
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LYRICS OF LIFE
By DOUGLAS
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Consumption.
Washington, D. C. A continuation
of the decline rin the production and
supply of gasoline Is indicated by a
statistical statement Just issued by the
United States Bureau of Mines, in
the nation's
j, which it is shown that
stock of this fuel on July 31 amounted
to 684,236,695 gallons as compared
with a supply of 750,644,450 gallons at
the beginning of July.
w Gasoline was produced to the amount
of 419,641,815 gallons in July by 299
petroleum refineries, having a dally capacity of 1,721,550 barrels of oil. This
is a decrease from June of eleven
plants and 38,225 barrels of dally capacity.
The daily average production of gasoline for July was 13,536,833 gallons,
which is a decrease from June of 807,-98- 0
gallons per day. This is, however,
an increase of 196,542 gallons over the
daily average production for the year
U. S. Gasoline

1920.

Exports of gasoline for July amounted to 27,382,798 gallons; shipments to
Insular possessions were 2,030,398 gallons; imports were 1,127,704 gallons;
and the domestic consumption amounted to 457,758,078 gallons.
For the month of July the daily average production of gas and fuel oils
was 1,500,000 gallons smaller than the
production of June. Stocks of these
oils were increased during the month
of Juqe by approximately 20,000,000
gallons.
Germany to Send France Material.
Wiesbaden. An agreement whereby
the German government Is to deliver
0
to France within three years
gold marks' worth of building
materials was signed here by Louis
Locheur, French minister in the liberated regions and Walter Ilathenau,
German, minister of reconstruction
The signing consummates a tentative
agreement drawn up by them last
September.
7,000,-000,00-

WHY NOT TELL HER SO?

an1limiililiilll,ili!lll!milllllltlilli!:iiiiiilimmiiifTTn

C'OUHSK you love her Just the
same
thriftlness form the important part of
As when at first you wed,
our spiritual bill of "fare, so that in
the end we ' may be robust of body IVrhaps with not so hot n flame,
IS frequently remarked by
But still the coals aré red.
and
soul, sound of purse, unafraid of
IT
Englishmen who visit
blaze Is bright with
in position in old age The
landlords
and
are
America, that our people
heut
with
accept
vagaries
to
life
the
of
all
away
shamefully wasteful, and fling
And ruddy with desire ;
supreme confidence and complucency.
money without any apparent thought
(Copyright.)
But time shall give you something
of the proverbial rainy day.
sweet
Whether these alien comrnenters
Peace, and the quiet fire.
subhave penetrated deeply into the
THE CHEERFUL CHERUB
ject is not definitely known, but JudgOf course you love hor as of ld.
averments,
ing from their
Your love she ought to know.
They invite rr to pirtie.5
assuming at times a form of caustic
New loves burn hot, new loves turn
more
criticism, there is doubtless
cold,
tnd luncheons fcnd
truth in tho matter than We suspect.
With all the winds that blow.
old
prefer
muck
I
When
It Is not without a pang of regret
But time shall bring the steady blaze,
clotKes
oviet.
a ruffling of our pride, pcrhnps that
The flame that never died;
we Americans, who are disposed to
And they're Uvfc-v- s
so
Yea,. time shall bring contented days.
analyze conditions with unbiased
The quiet ingleslde.
sure Xrvtii lve ryt--a
minds, reluctantly admit that our Eng3ood time.
lish cousins are right.
Of course you love her as of yore
nhtX I Kwent
,The years that you have shared
Have mudo you love her even more
We recognize that we have many
Than ever you have cared.
spendthrifts, constantly setting a bad
dervy
Of course you love her ju.st the same.
example to the young, that they are
Your love she ought to know
extravagant and decidedly foolish.
For. time has brought the steady
Money is poured out like water, as
Kline
though, like Topsy, "It just growed."
But why not tell her so?
There Is consolation, however, In
(Copyright.)
the thought that these profligates
of
the
ranks
the
come mostly from
newly rich and thoughtless inheritors.
They have no idea of tne stern
realities of life, nor the long dragging
years of incessant labor and
that are necessary for a working
or professional man to accumulate,
By JESSIE ROBERTS .
even a moderate competency for old
1
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Boy 14 Held for Murder.
Madison, N. J. Francis Kluxen, 14,

has been arrested charged with the
murder of
Janet Lawrence,
who was found strangled to death and
covered with knife wounds In the
Kluxen woods, near her home. Kluxen
was held for the grand Jury.
Railroad Hearings to Reopen.
Washington. ThejSenate Interstate
Commerce committee will reopen its
Investigation of the railroad situation,
Oct. 13, it was announced by Senator
Cummins, Republican, of Iowa, the
committee chairman. Frank J. Warne,
statistician for the brotherhoods of
engineers, firemen, conductors and
trainmen, will be the first witness.
The railroad inquiry was started May
10, but no hearings have been held
during the past two months.
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Sim.
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peppermint

How to Succeed How to Get Ahead
How to Make Good

self-deni-

flavored sugar
jacket around peppermint flavored chew-

age.

These people congregate where the
flows. Where the tables are
heaped with dainties. They smile and
backbite, puff themselves up like frogs
and spend recklessly. They fall naturally Into a state which is common to
their kind.
If we could follow them through
their improvident course to the end,
we would find them in pitiable plights,
repentant and likely as not homeless.

ing gum.

You must keep in good physical condition if you want success. You need
proper rest, enough sieep and healthful
YOU want to'make a success of
food. You need exercise in the open
put
you
do
life,
or
your business
air. Keeping fit is par of the price
good
that second to having a
you must pay for success.
time? Don't complain If you can't
A number of girls regard an office as
have both. The girl who runs around a sort of matrimonial bureau. Their
get
to
going
not
party
is
from party to
first Idea Is to be fascinating to the
to her work in the best state for doing
male element. But if that Is what you
It well. Her mind Is not clear, her body
are after, don't say you want success
is not alert. She Is tired.
WKKU.TSw
in your business, and don't be suruninterestdo
to
the
Are you willing
The necessity of conserving time
who do
girls
you
if
see
other
prised
you
and money ought now be impressed ing part of your Job well, or do
want success get advancement while
upon all of us with considerable more slur what you don't like In it? Every yon stay put.
succeed
to
But
side..
grind
recent
in
its
been
the
stress than it has
Job has
Success is a big thing.. The successpast, and particularly upon the in- you must make that grind worth while ful woman Is not afraid of losing her
price
by doing it well. It is part of the
considerate young men and women.
Job. She knows that her work is so
Let high thinking, hard work and you pay for success.
good' that on employer will be lucky
to get her, or that, If she is In busi- LOVE TOKEN IS NOT WANTED
ness for herself, she Is sure of results.
But success is not i" accident.
Resort "Bud" Advertises When Pin
(Copyright.)
Fails to Call for

music

DO YOU WANT SUCCESS?

DO

Will aid

your appetite

and digestion, polish

your teeth and moisten
your throat.

The Flavor Lasts

SCHOOL DAYS
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HOW DO YOU SAY IT?
By C N. LURIE
Common Errors in English and
How to Avoid Them
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Mother's
Cook

Book

CONSIDERING the proper form
the plurals of such words as
"spoonful," "cupful," armful," etc.,
it must be borne In mind that the unit
considered Is not the spoon, the arm.
the cup, etc.,; but the material that
fills the spoon, etc. Thus, the unit is
the spoonful, not the spoon, and as
"spoonful" is the name of a thing In
itself, the proper form of the plural Is
found by adding an "s" to the word
"spoonful," nnd not to the part of rhe
word "spoon."
Of course, there are times when the
unit Is the spoon itself; that is, when
two or more spoons are filled. When,
for example, you have before you two
spoons filled with sugart you should
say "two spoons full," und not "two
spoonfuls." But ' when you take a
spoon, fill it with sugar and empty It
into your coffee cup, and repent the
process, you have taken two "spoonfuls" of sugar, and not two "spoons
full."

INof

a voyage.
The winds oí Ufe
st ron
yet
every
point:
From
each will speed
thy course along
If thou with steady band when tempests
Life

la

dome

accepted, the
Instrument by which criminals
are automatically beheaded was
Invented by Joseph Ignuce Guillotine, who was also the first vic
tim of the machine. Outside of
the fact that Doctor Guillotine
neither Invented the apparatus
nor perished by It, the general
Impression of the matter is fairly correct.
The original model for the
guillotine was constructed by a
piano-muke- r
named
German
Schmitt, under the direction of
Doctor Louis, a French surgeon,
who in turn obtained his idea
from the manaju, a somewhat
similar- instrument which had
been used in the Latin countries
for centuries. At first, the invention wus known ns the
"I.outson," but, owing to the fact
that Doctor Guillotine waged
ceaseless warfare upon the
of the rack und the
wheel and continually urged the
adoption of this more humane
method of inflicting death penalty, his name was Indelibly associated with It. On March Ü.J,
national assembly
1701,
tho
passed the resolution recommending the use of the machine
in all French prisons and It was
publicly used a month later In
tho beheading of a prisoner

blow

For from perishing by tho Invention, which, despite his protests, was called by his name.
Doctor Guillotine died in his
bed in 1814 having achieved a
vicarious fame which he did not
desire and to which he was not
entitled.
(Copyright.)

Cans't keep thy course aright and never
ones let go.
-- T. C. Williams.
HALLOWEEN

to history ns it

named Fells.sier.

"SPOONFULS," ETC.

GOOD THINGS.

of a cupful of vinegar. Pour
Into greased pans and pull when cool
mother with a flock of
enough.
Cut with n pair of shears
will be very popular with Into lengths, wrap In a waxed paper.
them if they are served with
the following:
Chocolate Caramel.
Butterscotch.
Put two tablespoonfuls of butter
Take three cupfuls of brown sugar,
cupful
a snucepon, add one-has
of a cupful of water, two Into
each of milk and sugar and one cupful
of
tuliiespoonfuls of butter,
cf molasses. When boiling hot add
'o teaspoonful of soda, a tcaspoonfui
squnres of chocolate and cook
of flavoring and a few grains of salt. four
until brittle, when a bit is dropped In
Boll all together except the flavoring
Remove from the heat,
cold water.
until a thread is formed when dropped
add one cupful of
minutes,
three
boot
Pour off Into butfrom a spoon.
meats and a teaspoonful of
walnut
tered pans, let stand until cool enough vanilla.
Turn Into buttered pun and
to mark off Into squares.
mark In squares when cool enough.
(Copyright.)
Wrap each In paraffin paper.
O
Molasses Candy.
Boll together until brittle In water,
Life as I See It
In talk, as In other things, we might (wo cupfuls of molasses, two
of Gutter, two cupfuls of
well let quality prevail over quantity.
paper Union.
brown sugar, one cupful of water und Copyrliht, Jlt, Wcstfrn !
Louisville Courier-Journal- .
one-thir- d
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table-spoonfu-
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Mineral Largely Used
Manufacture of Rubber

in

Frat Pin.

Goods.

On Saturday'nlght at the shore hotel where Florence spends the summer, cottagers and week enders appear on the ballroom floor for the
weekly dance. On these occasions
Florence dances with so many men
she can't remember, all their names.
IJ, was after one of these Saturday

Canada's more useful
minerals tnlc is probably
the most adaptable and widely' used,
entering into the finishng process of
comsome of the most common
Among

modities.
Tnlc, sometimes

night dunces that Florence found she
A
was wearing a fraternity pin.
boy whom she had just
met coaxed her to take the pin while
Florence
sitting beneath the moon.
kept the pin for several days and
then became anxious over the owner's
failure to return for It. So she placed
the following advertisement in the local paper:
"Young man with blond hair who
!?ave girl fraternity pin while sitting
by the sun dial during a dance at the
hotel last Saturday night will please
cnll for his pin." New York Sun.
olond-hulre-

d

-
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Bandits Loot Was $100,000.
Los Angeles, Calif. Statement that
the loot obtained by the four bandits
who robbed a postoffice substation here Sept. 10, exceeded $100,000,
coupled with the offer of a reward of
$20,000 for the arrest and conviction
of the men, was Issued by federal officials. This was the first estimate
of the loss in the robbery Issued by
the government.
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Two Children Burned to Death.
Franklin, Neb. The two small sons
of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Gardner, 4 and
3 years old, living fifteen miles south
of here across the Kansns line, were
burned to death when the barn in
whiph they were playing caught fire.
The parents were unaware of the fire
until it was too late to rescue the
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THE GIRL ON THE JOB

s,

Assignment of Errors Filed.
Carson City, Nev. An assignment of
errors in the District Court opinion of
Judge F. P. Langan, in which a reopening of the Mary Plekford divorce
case was refused, yhs filed in the
State Supreme Court by Attorney General L. B. Fowler. The filing follows
to
the motion of the actress'
dismiss the nppeal of Fowler to the
Supreme Court

'-

the hetxt to

Man Convicted for Murder.
Marysville, Cal. Waller Loveless,
Marysville, was found guilty of murder in the second degree in connection with the slaying of John D. Kop-loformerly of Anderson, Ind. Jack
e
McGill recently was convicted of
murder in the cuse and two
other persons remain to be tried. It
is charged Koplos was slain for his
jewelry, valued at $12,000.
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In this as
HAItCKI, WAVING
all other lines. Charles Hair & Beauty
Shop. 410 16th St.. Denver. Colo.
ri.owKits von Al.l. OCCASIONS.'

Park Floral

i111i1

1

By F. A. Walker

Till
Compinv.

lample.

f 1.00 for

i11

BROADWAY

MAN KODAK COMPANY,
Sixteenth Street, Donver, Colorado.
I'rc-Wi- ir
Prices an CoMe

fTTy
VHriyStni

1 1 1

SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT

HOME Off THE COLE
toy by Mill.

1

Defined.

Knlcker What is a cellar?
Bocker A brick pocket. New York
Herald.
are most thickly grouped
la Guatemala and Java.
Volcanoes

,
designated
asbestos, french chalk, mineral pulp, talcluy and verdolite. Is
found in Cape Breton and Inverness
counties In Nova Scotia ; Frontenac,
Hastings, Leeds, Lennoc and Renfrew counties und Kenora district In
Ontario; Beauce, Brome and Megan-ti- c
counties in Quebec, and in the
Leech river section of the Victoria
mining division of Britsh Columbia.
In color it ranges from white to
grayish green, while to the touch It
has a soft and apparently greasy or
slippery feeling. It Is a nonconductor of heat and electricity and Is resistant to most chemical action.
Its chief uses are a filler in the
finishing of a window blind cloth.
Tule is largely used in the manufacture of rubber goods.
soap-stone-

Ask a truthful man his opinion and
the chances are that he will hnnd you
something that you don't want.

The Man Who Said:

"The proof of the pudding
is in the' eating"

was only half through
He started a good pudding-proobut he didn't finish it.

f,

There's a lot of trouble in
the world from puddings that
taste good but don't do good.

They "eat" well, but that
ends the recommendation.
Sanitariums are full of puddinwho stopped the test at
taste and forgot to inquire whether
their food gave the body what it
needed until the body rebelled.
g-eaters

ts
is a food that
good. The
good
does
and
tastes
begins in the
proof of Grape-Nu- ts
eating and goes on through the

Grape-Nu-

splendid service which Grape-Nu- ts
renders as a real food.
Grape-Nuis the perfected goodness of wheat and malted barley
delicious to taste, easy to digest, and exceptionally rich in
nourishment for body and brain.
ts

"There's a Reason" for

Grape-Nut- s

TA IBAN
TA1BAN VALLEY

VALLEY NEWS

NEWS

Fort Sumner Baptist Church.
Sunday Sohool, 1():00A'M.
11:00 A.M'
J, M.Crenshaw, Owner and Editor Preaching,
Published Every Friday by

SUBSCRIPTION

-

SI. 00

Ote

Wt

The Best For Less

7:00 P.M.
8;00 P.M.
Year Prayer meeting, Wd.iepfly 7:30

B.YP.U.,
Preajhing.

Four Issues constitute a month.
Advertising: rates on Application.

PRESBYTERIAN.

Rev J. E. S. Lahmnn Pastor.
Preaching, 2nd Sunday in each
Taiban,
mail month; hours 11 A. M. and 8 P. M.

Entered at the Postoffice at
New Mexico, as second-clas- s
matter.

croa in the eure to the right In.
yonr subscription has ex
ired Tbeposto'Hic department males
mandatory that all delinquent subscribers
b dropped, and we do not want to take aar
A

iichtt that

ibance.

TO

THE

sy

PUBLIC.

I wish to
that all news sent
in thit will benetit th public in
general will bo apf reoiated.

net use copy that tends

We will

to cause hard feelings.
My
"Clean Paper,
Motto
Clean County."
le a n Town,
The third annual Curry County
which was
Club Encampment
held at Camp Wallace, Clovis
New Mexico, came to a cloee
8th after a three daye session which wasattended by nearly
three hundred members of boya
and girls' olub9 in Currv county.
The encampment is the climax of
the years' club work and is much
looked forward to by every club
member in the county.
Oot-ob-

er

THE PREACHER
I l. ave

been asked since

1

came

what I thought of Taiban. I' will
take this public way bo tht all
mhy know

BAPTIST.
Rev. C. D. Barb, Pastor.
Preaching, 4th Sunday in each month
Hours: 11 A. M. and 8 P. M.
E. CHURCH SOUTH.
Rev. R. H: Evans, Pastor.
Preaching l3t and 3rd Sunday in each
month: hours, 11 A. M. and 8. P. M.
M.

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL.'
Perry Keith, Superintendent
Meets at 10:00 A.M. every Sunday.
Prayer meeting every Wednesday
night.
You are cordially invited to attend
all of these services.

La6t Sunday evening between
n ana eleven o clock, three men
in a newiord car, drove up to
Mr. Young's filling station and
allowing their engine to run a
the while, they had their gaaoline
tank filled. On pretext of want- iig something to eat two of the
men followed Mr. Young into the
store, the driver regaining in the
car. On turning to face the men
Mr.'Young fonnd them disguised
by handkerchiefs and himself
ooking into tte barrels of two
revolvers. Of course he prompt
ly put up his hands, whereupon
he was requested to lead them to
his Bafe. On being told that he
had no safe and no money in the
building he was oouomanded to
march outside. Having no other
choioe, he marched.
Meantime, Mrs. Young suspect
ing that something unuuual was
taking place, peeped in at the
door and seeing her husband in
such a dangerous plight, waited
until they passed outside, then
she pluckily rán across the street
to her sister's home. She sue
ceeded in arousing Mr. and Mrs.
Dodson, but, not wishing to make
alight that the robbers might see,
the Doasona made enough no Be
in their search for ammuntion
that the robbers heard them.
Mr. Young was hastily searched
to see that he wxs carrying no
revolver, then, keeping him cov
ered with the guns he was told
to walk to tne back ol the car.
The men sprang into the car ard
drove off.

o

I

Per-Tic-

Suuoess breedsjucoesa.
Each saved dollir fathers
another. Dollars beget dollars. Intereatadda to them.
In tuild ing for your success, you are your own architect, your own carpenter. No one cite will or can
take the contract. Nothing suooeeds like sucoesa.
Esch achievement makes &n additional achievement

Gasoline and Oils

J. S. Phillips' Garage

possible.

Deposited, in this bank, .your savings grow with
k
regularity. We are desirous oMnelping
you accumulate that reserve fuid or, opportunity
"s take" that wiHome in mightyjhandy for you thia
year next year some time.
clock-tic-

ra

Flour, Feed and Grain Store

La Lande, N.

M-- -

Bank of Commerce

WICHITA'S BEST FLOUR

of Taiban, N. M.

Prices as low as the lowest
REYNOLDS DRUG STORE

Iimtes YourPatiOMge
PA UL T. WHITE, President.

SEE

J. A. GILBERT, Cashier.

To thoBe interested in the TaiI wish to advise
ban crave-yard- ,
that I have made arrangement:
surwith the county surveyor-.'tvey the grave-yarlocate the
corners, mark each lot, make a
blue print of the plot, put the
print on record with each lot
numbered in rotation.

,

C.A.JOLLY

miiiirmiiiiiiiriii'WHffliP'iiii'iiiiiiBiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiii

KU!ID.iniijiii!iii!li!

d,

For Fresh
GROCERIES
Also fresh vegetables and fruit in

season
We Want Your

Patronage.
''

.

t:

Success

It is an old saw; but it still cuts with razor edge.
Success ia not achieved without effort; bankaooou,nta
are the results of steady plugging, determination,
regular Httvirg.

Caseings and Tubes

have traveled a great deal in
my life, and met many people,
but have never met people that
have impressed me more than
this Tai bah bunoh, that - they
mean business in all they do and
say.
I find that you can'c rely much
on wnat thest Taibanins tell you
tbrvut how you will have to fare
Newa Ads
if you visit them. To hear them
Results
Ret
tell it one would conolude that
the fare would be tough, but when
you Bit down to the table you
find all that one oould ask to
JOHN H. 8ANF0RD, M.D.
make them feel like they would
never want another mouthful and
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
e
rpoil your sermon at the next
FORT SUMNER. N MEXICO
by reason of being over loadRas . phone 104 Office Phone 9
ed.
I see some symptoms of heart
ejection in these people hre
See Mrs Lyons for Rawleigh
"Erlargement of the heart."
gnode, She has a oomplete' line
think they all have it.
whole, mixed and ground epioes
i me country and town seem
and cocoa. Linament, in. fact a
to be particularly adapted to the
Mr. Dodaon finally euooeeded full line of medicine, and ooroproduction of persons, both men
a
and women, that appear to have in finding hia weapon and fird lete assortment of toilet goods
two shots after the oar in the
been well fed, and no limit fixed
of blowing out the casings. Also Bread and Canned gooda.
hope
on growth or size.
the dark his aim was not
J a King
raioan ail tne way But in
fTfTTTfffTTfTTTTTTTtTfftff
true
and
the men esoaped.
round I think that if a preacher
Frio News
On Monday morning it was
desires to have an intelligent, big
all
found
wires
telephone
that
hearted and appreciative audienc,
Health of the oommunity re
to preach to, and associate with leading into McAlister had been mains good.
between services. Just come to disconnected. Evidently the robThe weather continues too dry
Taiban and you will find all you bers had expected to make a rioh for wheat sowing.
r
can ask to make you feel at home haul.
We are glad tc learn that Dr
end well cared for.
belief, a true statement of the Yates who fomerly lived in this
i wisn aere, to expresa my ownership, management, etc., of community has returned to
reside
thanks tu the citizens of Taiban the
publication for the permantly.
afcrdeaid
for the, reppect and hearty wel
date shown in the above oaption
Sunday and Monday were ib e
come shown me by your treat
required by the Act of Congress hotest days we have had einoe
ment to me since l came among of August 24, 1912, embodied in
August.
you, both at church and in your
section 443, Postal lawa and Reg
The Frio Baseball team accom
homes- - May it always continue
ulations,
panied by a large number of
la my prayer.
1. That the names and abb
friindawera the gueata of the
Rospectfully in Christ,
resses of the publisher, editor, Tucumoari
Baseball Club Sunday
W. H. Hodge.
managing editor, and business October,
2nd. A most enjoyable
STATEMENT OP OWNERSHIP manager are:
time was reported by all members.
Publisher, J. N. Crenshaw, post The
Tucumcari Club were all
MANAOEMENT.ETC ,
offioe address, Taiban. Nsw
Required by the Act of Congress,
feeling fine as they wtresure of
Mexioo. Editor, J. N. Crenshaw,
Of August 24, 1912.
defeating the Country Club.
post office address, Taiban, New
Of Taiban Valley News.pub
Muoh too their surprise the farm
Mexico,
er boya were in good shape and
Iiehed Weekly at Taiban, New
That the known bend holders,
Mexico' for October 1st, 1921.
defeated the City Club with the
mortgagees, and other security
score of 96. The line up were
Stata of New Mexico, County of holders owning or holding
I per as
follows:
DeBaca, bi.
cent or more of total amount of
Edd Terry (o) Carl Terry (p)
Before m, a Notary Publio in bonds morgages or
other aeouritea Will MoCutohen
and for the State and county are :
(let.b) Red
None.
Branson (2nd b.) Page (3rd b )
aforesaid, personally' appeared
signed
J. N. Crenshaw, Henaon (s. a ) Davidson
(r. f.)
J. N. Crenshaw, who.having been
Editor
Cook
Cecil
(o.f.)
Terrj
(l.f.)
duly Bworn according to law,
Sworn to and eubcribed before
Thia
game
the
seaends
baseball
deposes and saya that ha ia the me this 8 day of Ootober 1921
Editor of the Taiban Valley Seal.
Blanohe C.Willisoo son.
News, and that the following ia,
Notary Publ e.
There ras a jolly crowd on our
to the bait of hi knowledge and (Mycommieaion expirea2-17-2- 5
streets Sunday when several tars
'

Nothing Sücceeds . Like

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

CHURCH DIRECTORY.

t

-

TTT

WW

liwllU.

Abo Garage
GAS

ACCESSORIES

OIL

wi.l be used to

keep the cemetery in good a11 ape
and properly protected.
Those wishing deeds, for lots
will please deposit the purohase
price in the Bank of Commerce
so that I may have funds to oomplete these arrangements.
J. M. Cheshire.
fr"F"Vtl

9.

www wvw WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWVWWWWWVWWW

I will make a warranty deed to
each person who paya $10 00 for
a lot. The proceeds from sale of
lots will be used to pay the expenses of the surveyor, the recording and the making of the
deeds. A iter these expenses are
paid the proceeds

mu

TfBTW"ar"tr

GENERAL REPAIR WORK
WiLLAfcD

Battery Service Station

ALL MAKES OF BATTERY REPAIRED

TWTtV

For Fire And Tornado Insur.
anoe See W.H. Vaughter,
Taiban, New Mexioo.

E. D.

PaUjersnn

Proprietors
Horace B. Blackburn

Taiban

New Mexico

Taste is a matter of
tobacco quality
We state it as our honest belief
that the tobaccos used in Chesterfield are of finer quality (and
hence of better taste) than in any
other cigarette at the price.

Lieet

(Tk

& Myen Tobacco Co.

H JUL

CIGARETTES
of Turkish and Domestic tobaccos blended

of boys and girls all droasey in with hi8 family about January 1.
their khaki suits passed through He ia an old resident and we re- from this oommunity to Clovic,
waa visiting relatives here SunFrio, on their way to La Masa gret hia leaving. Our loss i
day.
Adonda for an oi ting and pionto.
gain and we wish him
Cake Gholson and Clyde Dean'
Our sohool is progressing nice- muoh prosperity in hia new home.
to Clovis on business thia
went
n
twenty-seveare
There
ly.
Frank Maya and wife, accom- week.
pupila enrolled to date and much panied by Mrs. Langford and
The Terry brothers made a
daughter returned Saturday from
interest ia manifested.
business trip to Tuoumoari this
Jason Langford has purchased a trip to Texas.
week.
a farm in Texaa and will move Q. E. Rush who recently moved
C. T.
an-othe-

,

.

